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TOWN OFFICERS - 1963
Moderator
A. M. Wight, Jr.
Selectmen
Dewey W. Smith '64
Hermon W. Anderson '65 Francis W. Whaland '66
Toivn Clerk Tax Collector
Catherine A. Kruger Barbara H. Landry
Town Treasurer Road Agent
Catherine A. Kruger Richard G. Crocker
Cemetery Sexton Constable
Richard G. Crocker Albert H. Junkins
Supervisors of Checklists Auditors
Phylhs Hill Orson H. Bragdon
Beatrice B. Montgomery Howard L. Husmer
Harold H. Wilkins
Trustees of Trust Funds
Edward A. Conti 1 year
David T. Ramsay 2 years Chester B. McGrath, Jr. 3 years
Library Trustees
Benjamin G. Bundy 1 year Elizabeth G. Hall 2 years
Dorothy L. Carlsmith 1 year Howard L. Husmer 2 years
Henry F. Merrill 3 years
Harriet S. Mitiguy 3 years
Administrative Zoning Official and Building Inspector
Charles A. Kennedy
Board of Adjustment
Francis O. Lathrop 1 year Howard Russell 4 years
Edward A. Conti 2 years Richard Thurston 5 years
Hamilton P. Dunbar 3 years
Road Commissioners
Frederick Vatcher '64 George E. Hammond, Jr. '65
Rufus I. Brown '66
Planning Board
Paul L. Levesque '64 Harry Mitiguy '66
Meric G. Arnold '65 Richard A. Smith '66
Robert Currier '67 Robert S. Hall '67
Dewey W. Smith, ex-officio
Ways and Means Committee
Lawrence A. Carlsmith, Chairman Carl S. Merrill
Maurice E. Young Domenic Abitabile
Herbert Campman Paul Backus
James R. Walker
Tree Committee Cemetery Trustees
F. Tenney Clough, Chairman Edward A. Conti, Chairman
Greeley S. Buchanan Dewey W. Smith





At Town Hall 2nd and 4th Monday evenings
from 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Tax Collector
Office at home — Mack Hill Road.
Town Hall — Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
9:00 a.m. to Noon. Also 2nd and 4th Monday eve-
nings 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Town Clerk and Treasurer
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 9:00
a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Monday evenings 5:00 — 7:00 p.m.
General Information
Phone Town Hall 673-2305
Tax Collector 673-1513
Town Clerk & Treasurer 673-3235
Fire Chief 673-2543
Ass't. Chief & Road Agent 673-1293
PoHce Chief HA 4-3300
Veteran's exemption blanks MUST be filed each year
BEFORE April 15.
Obtain a permit before burning trash out of doors.
Any kind of outside fire is subject to a $200. fine if
started without obtaining a permit. Charles Duval or
Richard G. Crocker have charge of these permits.
Every new building, sign or new business requires
a permit from the Administrative Official.
Be sure to state legal address in addition to mailing
address when required to do so.
TOWN WARRANT
State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Amherst in the
County of Hillsborough in said State,
qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall
in said Amherst on Tuesday, the 10th day of March
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon to act upon
the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing.
Polls open at 10 A. M. and close at 7 P. M.
Business Meeting at 8 P. M.
The Voting on Articles 1 through S Will Be
on the Town Ballot
2. To see if the Town will vote to make the follow-
ing change upon the "Zoning Map of the Town of Am-
herst, New Hampshire" dated February 1963:
Change that portion of the existing Transition Dis-
trict which lies south of the Milford Road (Route
101-A) from a point commencing 1100 feet from the
easterly beginning of the Transition District to a point
390 feet going westerly, to a Commercial District.
3. To see if the Town will vote to make the follow-
ing change upon the "Zoning Map of the Town of Am-
herst, New Hampshire" dated February 1963:
Extend the Industrial District which lies south of
the Old Nashua Road and north of the Hollis-Amherst
town line, in an easterly direction to the end of the
existing Transition District, thence southerly on a line
perpendicular to the Hollis-Amherst town line so as to
encompass the land now in the Rural District which lies
between the southern bound of the existing Transition
District and the Hollis-Amherst town line.
4. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning
Ordinance of the Town of Amherst as follows:
Add to Section 5-6 pertaining to uses permitted by
special exception in the Rural District the following
new sub-section:
j. Inns, cabins, motels or other transient space pro-
vided that each individual rented space, in the case
of cabin or a motel, shall be supplied with running
water and toilet facilities within the rented unit.
5. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning
Ordinance of the Town of Amherst as follows
:
1. Add the following in its proper alphabetical lo-
cation to Article IX entitled "Definitions":
"PLANNED DEVELOPMENT" - the use of an area
of land 10 acres or larger for any purposes allied to
commercial or industrial use, provided however,
(a) not more than 40% of the total area of plot be
occupied by buildings.
( b ) no structure be built nearer than 100 feet where
the plot abuts RE, L, or T District."
2. In line "I" of Section 5-6 make the word "Devel-
opment" plural and remove the word "Group" from
the first sentence.
6. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning
Ordinance of the Town of Amherst as follows:
Revise Section 6-3 which has to do with the Board
of Adjustment by:
1. having Paragraph "F," which has to do with the
procedure of the Board of Adjustment on permits for
special exceptions and variances, become "F(l)"
2. striking after "F(l) " the words "and variances"
3. striking from subparagraph 1 the words "or
variances"
4. striking from subparagraph 2 the words "or
a variance"
5. adding a new paragraph "F(2)" which shall
be headed "Procedure for Permits based upon a Vari-
ance" and shall read:
1. "Upon receipt from the Administrative Official of a
request for a permit based upon the granting of a variance,
the Board of Adjustment shall
(a) Post a notice of such request in two public places in
the Town of Amherst for a period of not less than seven
days, at the same time,
(b) give written notice to all abutters of such request.
2. If, within ten days after the date of posting of the
notice required in 1 above from any legal resident, the
Board of Adjustment receives any written objection to the
granting of the variance requested, it shall
(a) fix a reasonable time for a hearing upon the request,
(b) proceed as outlined in Subparagraph b, c, and d of
"F(l)"-2 above.
3. If after ten days of the notice of the request no
written objection has been received by the Board of Ad-
justment, it shall then study the merits of the application
and act at its discretion in accord with the spirit and the
intent of this ordinance. In such action it may impose
such additional requirements as it may deem necessary to
meet the needs of the particular case.
4. No variance, however, shall be granted under this
subsection to allow a structure or use in a zone where such
use is not enumerated as a principal permitted use in said
zone."
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7. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning
Ordinance of the Town of Amherst as follows:
1. relocate Paragraph "J" of Section 6-3 to im-
mediately before Paragraph G and to designate the
same as Paragraph "F(3)" and head the same to read
"Conditions for the Granting of a Variance"
2. designate existing Paragraph "K" of Section 6-3
as "J."
8. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning
Ordinance of the Town of Amherst as follows:
1. Remove line No. 5 under "A" under Section 4-5
which has to do with permitted uses in the Rural
District.
2. Add a sub-paragraph 3-7 to Article III (Gen-
eral Provisions) which shall read:
MOBILE HOMES AND TRAILERS - the storage
of or use as a permanent residence of a house trailer
or mobile home is prohibited in all districts of the
Town except that the use of a mobile home as a place
of permanent residence may be permitted on land
fronting upon Truell Road and the Truell Road Ex-
tension as such roads exist at the time of the passage
of this sub-section.
9. To see if the Town will vote to give the Select-
men and the Town Treasurer authority to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes.
10. To see if the Town will vote to allow a discount
of 1V2% on the 1964 property taxes paid by May 1,
1964. Any person paying on their 1964 property tax
bill an amount equal to 80 a of their 1963 property
tax to be allowed a discount of \V'i7o on their 1964
bill if paid in full by December 1, 1964.
11. To raise such funds and sums of money as may
be necessary to defray Town Charges for the ensuing
year and make appropriations for the same.
12. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to sell and convey on such terms and conditions as the
Selectmen deem to be in the best interest of the Town,
the Proctor lot so-called, located on the southerly
side of Route 101-A, said lot having been acquired by
the Town of Amherst by Tax Collector's Deed.
13. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
expenditure of up to $15,000 of such sums as may be
realized from the sale of the Proctor land for the
preparation of a tax map for the Town of Amherst, or
take action relative thereto.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $1,000.00 to continue the plan started
in 1958 for road improvement.
15. To see if the Town will vote to accept as Town
Roads the following private roads which have been
built to the specifications of the Road Agent and ap-
proved by the Selectmen:
1. Miles Road by Ralph House
2. Pinnacle Road by Holman McLean
3. Southfield Road by Holman McLean
4. Flanders Road by A. A. Knight
5. Pheasant Run by A. A. Knight
6. Old Coach Lane by A. A. Knight
7. Woodland Drive by Maurice Young (2nd half)
8. Pinewood Drive by Robert Currier (2nd half)
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16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $760.00 to blacktop the Town Road
known as Brookwood Drive, from the junction of the
New Boston Road to the terminus of the said Brook-
wood Drive, a distance of 850 feet, or take any action
relative thereto. (By Petition)
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $585.00 for the purpose of paving
650 feet of Pinewood Drive, a duly accepted Town
Road, or take any action relative thereto. ( By Petition
)
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $2500 to blacktop the road known
as Oak Hill, a duly accepted Town Road, a distance
of 2100 feet, or take any action relative thereto. (By
Petition
)
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $550 to gravel and blacktop the
Town Road known as West Street in the Baboosic
Lake section of the Town, or take any action relative
thereto.
20. To see if the Town will vote to empower the
Selectmen to accept as a Town Road any road that
meets the following specifications:
(1) The right of way shall be at least 45 feet in
width and conveyed to the Town by Deed.
(2) The finish grade shall be at least 24 feet in
width.
(3) The roadbed shall be constructed by (a) re-
moval of all loam and yielding materials for 30 feet
in width, (b) shall have all boulders broken off at
least 12 inches beneath the sub-grade, (c) the sub-
grade shall be constructed of at least 12 inches of
11
gravel with a minimum width of 24 feet, (d) the
finish grade shall be constructed of at least 4 inches
of fine gravel such as will go through a 2-inch mesh
screen, (e) shall have applied an asphalt surface of
a minimum of 1^4 gallons per square yard mixed
and placed, (f) shall have drainage and culverts in-
stalled where necessary.
(4) All Dead Ends shall be provided with a turn-
around of at least 75 feet radius.
(5) A developer planning to make a new road
must get in touch with the Selectmen and they with
the Road Agent and the Road Commission to ( a ) see
and approve the right of way; (b) at the completion
of the roadbed before the application of gravel there-
to.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $500.00 to continue the plan of Com-
mon Rehabilitation started in 1963 and recommended
bv the Tree Committee, or take any action relative
thereto.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $150.00 to defray the Town's share
of the White Pine Blister Rust Control or act in rela-
tion thereto.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $300.00 for the purpose of continu-
ing the program of purchasing and having erected
suitable street name signs commenced by the passage
of Article 19 at Town meeting, March 13, 1962, or
take action relative thereto.
24. To see if the Tow^n will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $200.00 for the purpose of com-
mencing a program of grading, filling and seeding town
owned land south of Route 101-A (Milford Road)
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near an area known as Mother Gardner's Crossing;
such area to be used for pubhc recreational purposes,
or take any action rekitive thereto.
25. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to take option or options in the
name of the Town for the purchase of land or lands
within the Town which based upon favorable report
of the Planning Board, they deem might be desirable
to acquire for present or future use as a site for needed
public facilities such as recreational areas, town forests,
cemeteries or public buildings; and to see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 to
be used to exercise such authority or act in relation
thereto.
26. To see if the Town will vote to grant permission
to the Congregational Church of Amherst, N. H. to
install four loudspeakers in the church belfry, cost and
maintenance to be the responsibility of the church.
Said speakers are to l)e the exterior part of the installa-
tion of chimes.
27. To transact any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 24th dav of














Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the Ensuing Year
January 1, 1964 to December 31, 1964
Compared with
Estimated and Actual Revenue, Appropriations and Expenditures







Revenue from all sources
except Property Taxes























Town Hall & Other Bldgs.





Planning & Zoning, Art. 17
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Summary: Inventory, Appropriations and Tax Rate





Rent of Town Property
Income from Trust Funds




























Total Town School and County Taxes $313,352 50
Add: Overlay 691 11
Amount to be raised
BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS
Cash in hands of treasurer $16,038 70
Capital Reserve Funds:
Grader Fund, $6450.50 & $751.39 int. 7,201 89
Fire Truck Fund, $1,000 & $215.86 int. 1,215 86
Cemetery Fund, $1904 and $66.85 int. 1,970 85
Unredeemed Taxes:
Levy of 1962 2,825 96
Levy of 1961 1,137 90
Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 1963 41,899 91
Levy of 1962 10 00
Previous Years 152 99
State Head Taxes - Levy of 1963 1,455 00
State Head Taxes — Previous Years 25 00
Total Assets $79,934 06
Net Surplus, Dec. 31, 1962 $12,414 95
Net Surplus, Dec. 31, 1963 16,618 03
Increase of Surplus $ 4,203 08
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Art. 17 of 1963 $ 200 00
Due to State:
(a) State Head Taxes - 1963
(Uncollected $1455) (Collected
-
not remitted to State Treas. $100) 1,555 00
(b) Yield Tax - (Uncollected $143.93)
(Collected — not remitted to State
Treas. $14) 157 93
Due to School Districts:
Balance of Appropriation 44,000 00
23
Due Trustees of Trust Funds 14 50
Capital Reserve Funds:
Fire Truck Fund 7,201 89
Grader Fund 1,215 86
Cemetery Fund 1,970 85
Long Term Notes Outstanding:
Bridge Note 3,000 00
Fire Truck and Barn Note 4,000 00
Total Liabilities $63,316 03
Excess of Assets over Liabilities (Surplus) 16,618 03





Property Taxes - 1963 $270,284 15
Poll Taxes - 1963 1,538 00
Nat'l. Bank Stock Taxes - 1963 120 40
Yield Taxes - 1963 63 60
State Head Taxes @ $5 - 1963 5,080 00
Total Current Year's Taxes
collected and remitted $277,086 15
Property Taxes and Yield
Taxes — previous years 38,783 94
Poll Taxes — previous years 350 00
State Head Taxes @ $5 — previous years 1,185 00
Interest received on Taxes 1,001 48
Penalties on State Head Taxes 121 92
Tax sales redeemed 2,301 13
From State:
Interest and dividends tax 18,727 37
Savings Bank Tax and Building
24
and Loan Association Tax 1,367 31
Reimbursement a/c State and
Federal forest lands 1 66
Reimbursement a/c Head Tax costs 75 86
Fighting forest fires 264 13
Rust Control refund 3 00
From County:
Fisk Fund 83 07
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Bike tags
Dog licenses and care
Business licenses, permits and filing fees
Fines and forfeits, municipal court







Receipts Other than Current Revenue:
Temporary loans in anticipation of
taxes during the year
Perpetual care
Trustees of Trust Funds
Sale of lots (Cemetery)
Annual care
Burials and cemetery credit
Insurance refund
Hot Lunch Program, telephone
Credit Memorial Day
Total Receipts from All Sources







Town officers' salaries $ 3,375 00
Town officers' expenses 3,330 64
Election & registration expenses 191 12
Municipal court expenses 200 00
Expenses town hall and
other town buildings 2,809 51
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police department 2,570 99
Communication Center 1,950 00
Fire dept., including forest fires 10,926 04
Moth extermination—blister
rust and care of trees 1,951 00
Insurance 4,185 27
Civil Defense 1,024 20
Bounties 1 00
Health:
Souhegan Nursing 400 00
Health department 26 00
Vital statistics 55 00
Oiling 10,595 92
Town dumps & garbage removal 676 77
Highways and Bridges:
Town Road Aid 1,275 53
Town Maintenance (summer—
$9082.63) (winter-$19,745.48) 28,828 11
Street lighting 2,520 42





Old age assistance 6,087 50
Town poor 2,036 67
Patriotic Purposes:
Memorial Day and Veteran's
Associations 193 00
Aid to soldiers and their families 77 25
Recreation:
Parks and playgrounds 672 16
Public Service Enterprises:
Auto permits 1,009 50
Cemeteries 3,654 30
Unclassified:
Damages and legal expenses 505 95
Zoning 98 80
Taxes bought by town 3,516 74
Discounts, abatements & refunds 161 45
Employees' Retirement and
Social Security 907 64
Total Current Maint. Exp. $100,222 55
Interest:
Paid on temporary loans in
anticipation of taxes $118 76
Paid on long term notes 442 32
Total Interest Payments 561 08
Outlay for New Construction,
Equipment & Perm. Improvements:
Highways & bridges-Art. 7 $1,008 93
Hydrant rental
Indebtedness:
Payments on temporary loans in
anticipation of taxes $10,000 00
Payments on long term notes 10,450 00
Payments to trustees of trust funds
(New Funds) 2,219 00
Total Indebtedness Payments 22,669 00
Payments to Other Govern-
mental Divisions:
State Head taxes paid State Treas.
(1963 taxes $4,572) (prior
years $1091.61) $ 5,663 61
Taxes paid to County 23,021 89
Payments to Precincts 3,805 47
Payments to School Districts
(1962 Tax $20,936.32)
(1963 Tax $192,041.33) 212,977 65
Total Payments to Other
Governmental Divisions 245,468 62
Total Payments for All Purposes $374,195 37
Cash on hand December 31, 1963 16,038 70
Grand Total $390,234 07
STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
Town of Amherst
December 31, 1963
Showing Annual Maturities of Outstanding
Bonds and Long Term Notes
Bridge Notes Barn and Fire Truck
Original Amount Original Amount
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
67 (1962) Auto Permits
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
SUMMARY OF WARRANT
Property, Poll and Yield Taxes
LEVY OF 1963
Dr.
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $317,995 15
Poll Taxes 2,022 00
National Bank Stock Tax 120 40
Yield Taxes





Total Credits $321,402 51
I hereby certify that the lists showing the name
and amount due from each delinquent taxpayer as of
December 31, 1963 is correct to the best of my knowl-
edge.
SUMMARY OF WARRANT
Property, Poll and Yield Taxes
LEVY OF 1962
Dr.




Uncollected as per list:
Poll Taxes 10 00
Total Credits $ 40,281 22
Uncollected Poll Taxes:
Donald Holt, Helen Holt, Emery Tetrault, Mrs.





Summary of Tax Sales Accounts
as of December 31, 1963
Dr.
Tax Sale of Account of Levies of
1962 1961 1960
Taxes Sold Town 1963 $3516.74
Bal. Unredeemed Jan. 1, 1963 $2577.62 $404.88
Interest Collected 6.09 77.90 16.17
$3522.83 $2655.52 $421.05
Cr.
Remittances to Treasurer 1963 $ 634.39
Interest Remitted 6.09
Abatements Made 7.52
Deeded to Town During Year 48.87
Unredeemed Taxes Dec. 31, 1963 2825.96
$1320.62
TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT
For Year Ending December 31, 1963
Cash on hand January 1, 1963
Social Security withholding, Library
and Road 374 90
Barbara H. Landry, Insurance Refund 18 65
Police Department, Bike Tags 22 00
Souhegan Bank, note in anticipation
of taxes 10,000 00
Credit Fire Department:
N. H. Fire Insurance $ 18 00
Forest Fire 9 00
Boston & Maine Fire 119 60
Forest Fires 117 53
264 13
State of New Hampshire:
DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
Town Officers' Salaries
Article 8 $ 300.00
Appropriation 3075.00
Expended:
Dewey Smith, Selectman $ 500 00
Hermon Anderson, Selectman 500 00
Francis Whaland, Selectman 500 00
Catherine Kruger, Town Clerk 200 00
Catherine Kruger, Treasmer 500 00
Barbara Landry, Collector 1,000 00
David Ramsay, Trustee of
Trust Funds 75 00
Orson Bragdon, Auditor 50 00







Fees Register of Deeds 137 50
Supplies 250 27
Postage 483 69
Meeting Expenses 97 60
Mileage 245 00
Repairs 12 70








Phyllis Hill, Supervisor 30 00
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Harold Wilkins, Sr., Supervisor 30 00
Beatrice Montgomery, Supervisor 25 00
Ballot Clerks 35 00




Charles J. Lincoln $100 00




Kendall Gas $148 75
Amherst Village District 37 50
New England Telephone 197 90
Public Service 382 99
Charles Reynolds 780 36
Draper Fuel 507 91
Kenneth Durant 42 00
Supplies 15 85




Catherine Kruger $100 00























Benner Electric $102 00
Philip Parker 265 00
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire 107 20









Catherine Kruger $55 00
Oiling
Appropriation $9,800.00
Maurice Young $1,200 00












Hired Equipment and Gravel 423 32
Winter Maintenance




Chain Saw 202 40




















Woodman Florist $ 23 00

















Catherine Kruger $1,009 50
Cemeteries
Appropriation $1,600 00
Trustees of Trust Funds 2,054 30
Printing 43 50





Town of Milford $1,950 00
Taxes Bought by the Town
Expended:
Barbara H. Landry, Collector $3,516 74
Discounts, Abatements and Refunds
Expended:
J. Alfred Conrad
Trustees of the Trust Funds
Expended:









Bridge Note $3,000 00
Barn and Fire Truck 7,450 00
$10,450 00
State and County Taxes
Expended:
State of New Hampshire $ 5,663 61





Amherst Village District $3,805 47
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Expended:
Cabinet Press $75 00
Nashua Telegraph 23 80
$98 80




Hired Equipment 795 60
$1,008 93
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Article 9 - Blister Rust
Appropriation $150.00
Expended:
State of New Hampshire $150 00
Article 12 - Village Common
Appropriation $500.00
Expended:
Oliver Merrill $499 32




Hired Equipment and Gravel 914 20
$1,196 28
Article 16 - Signs
Appropriation $300.00
Expended:
H. G. Arnold $205 48
N. H. Pole and Wood 26 61
Municipal Services 77 85
$309 94
Article 7 - Planning Board
Appropriation $200.00
Expended: 00 00
School District of Amherst
Appropriation $236,041 33
Balance 1962 20,936 32
$256,977 65
Expended:
School District of Amherst
1962 Bal. $ 20,936 32
School District of Amherst
On acc't 1963 192,041 33
$212,977 65
Balance Due on 1963 Appropriation $44,000.00
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REPORT OF HIGHWAY AGENT
The following is a summarized report of this De-
partment's activities during the past year.
1. Winter Maintenance, $19,745.48. Again your
highway department experienced an average winter
season during 1963. During the winter months the
highway department is busy plowing snow, winging
back snow with the grader, and carrying on salt and
sand operations. The number of roads receiving salt
is increasing as the demand requires it. Special at-
tention is given school bus routes and the area where
children are required to walk in the road to school.
Three 60 ton car loads of salt were purchased in 1963
at a savings of $2,100.00 over our old method (bag
salt) used with our other town barn.
Our other main project in the winter is brush and
tree trimming throughout the town. Heavy concen-
trations of brush are more economically taken care
of in the winter because it is possible to burn the brush
where it is cut eliminating costly hauling to dump
areas.
A new blade plow was purchased for the grader
with monies earned from grader rental; the cost -
$895.00.
A breakdown of Winter Maintenance expense is:
labor, 12 men, 1 foreman $4,586.01; hired equipment,
9 trucks, 5 tractors, 1 loader $7,851.89; salt, sand,
supplies, repairs, 1 new snow plow $7,307.58.
2. Summer Maintenance $9,003.07. This program
includes grading and York raking 40 gravel roads
several times, cutting banks and ditches, spot gravel-
ing, replacing culverts, setting posts and signs. Also
included in the program is the maintenance of shoul-
ders, etc. on all our black roads and the cutting of
brush on all roads.
Gravel was applied to 9 areas in town during the
48
spring because of mud problems and later in the year
these areas were covered again; the largest amount
going to the School House Road (350 yds.). Five new
culverts were installed and one repaired during the
summer. Brush was cut bv machine on about 30 miles
of road and hand cut with chain saw in eight different
areas.
3. Oiling $10,595.92. Under this program approx-
imately 12 miles of road were surface treated and
about two miles of road received a heavy spray patch
coat before being re-oiled at a cost of $7,967.23. In-
cluded in this part of the project was the oiling of
Woodland Drive which was paid for in full by the
developer. Also included is the patching of all black
roads (40 miles) and sweeping of roads to be re-oiled
at a cost of $2,628.69. A program of applying crank-
case oil to gravel roads where dust is a problem has also
been accomplished under this account. It is hoped
this can continue.
4. T.R.A. Under this project money was spent
for a sealer coat on the following roads: Brook Road,
Mack Hill Road, North Street, Cricket Cor. Road, Old
Milford Road, Austin Road and Court House Road.
A new four year program was started and money spent
on Lyndeborough Road, Veterans' Road, Dodge Road,
and Mack Hill Road. The Brook Road, and Souhegan
Ave. are to come under this program, but as yet land
easements have not been acquired. Cost in 1963 for
this work was $9,800.00.
Article 7. The money for this article was spent
cutting banks on the Christian Hill Road at the corner
of Eaton Road, the corner by Frank Martin's and a
corner at the foot of Chestnut Hill. Cost of this work
$1,008.93.
Article 15. Money for this was spent to widen out
and apply 1,114 yds. of gravel to Truell Road.
7. Dumps. Money for this department was spent
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to close the Baboosic Lake Dump (cost $250.00) and
to maintain the town dump. It is hoped we can better
care for this area now that we have consoHdated.
8. Cemeteries. Money for this account was spent
to maintain the four cemeteries; Meadow View, the
old Cemetery by the the Town Hall, Cricket Corner
Cemetery and Chestnut Hill Cemetery. Some of the
projects accomplished this year other than the regular
maintenance of all cemeteries were: 1. rebuilding and
painting the fence around the Cricket Corner Ceme-
tery and the installation of a new hand water pump.
2. the straightening and resetting in concrete bases
of about 50 head stones at the Chestnut Hill Cemetery.
3. in Meadowview all large trees were trimmed by
Bartlett Tree Men and three removed. Spot grading
and the rebuilding of several lots was also done. There
were seventeen burials and two entombments in 1963
all in Meadowview Cemetery.
Again we were able to rent the grader at various
times during the year. The purchase of two tires, pay-
ment for repairs, and the purchase of a new snow plow
were accomplished with these funds in 1963. To date
there has been $6,500.00 added to the grader fund




REPORT OF POLICE CHIEF
Arrests including motor vehicle violations 10
Stolen Property 7
Warnings, including D.E. tags, juvenile,
returning childi'en home 119
Complaints of various nature, disturbances,
prowlers, breaking and entering, etc. 131
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Traffic duty Lake area, Sundays and Holidays,
Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day and
Halloween 362 hours
Fire duty 34 hours
Emergency messages delivered 3
Motor vehicle accidents 24
Dances and record hops at Baboosic Lake 24
Aid to other departments, including inquiries
from U.S. Government Services 28
Complaints such as stray dogs, dogs disposed of
by police, S.P.C.A. or Animal Rescue League,





N.H. Safety Dept. meeting attended by chief 1
Loose cattle and horses 2
Bad check 2
Mail box damage 3
Investigations of complaints, accidents 209 hours
Drowning 1
Emergency trip to doctor's office 1
Juvenile court cases held 4
Deer hit by motor vehicle 3
Shooting accident 1
Street lights reported out 17
Communications Center Police Calls and Assistance
January 1, 1963 through December 31, 1963
No. of calls No. of calls
Radio, police & fire 1001 Aid rendered 550
Telephone 546 Information 49
Accidents 32 Fires: Residence 12
Complaints 68 Brush 15
Mutual Aid 7 Car 2
Drowning 1 Business 3
Grand total of transactions 2310 calls
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This department has had a busy year, having been
called on for assistance of various types during 1963
and rendering aid to our neighbors in adjoining towns
by assisting on traffic duty at several fires. Our de-
partment would like to express their appreciation for
the assistance and fine cooperation received in 1963, to
all members of the State Police serving our area, to
Chief Rockwell and members of the Milford Police
Department, also to the faithful operators at the Mil-
ford Communications Center, which has been most
appreciated on numerous occasions.
The work load is increasing at the Center, as can
be seen by comparing the calls made in 1963 against
those in 1962 for its past year of operation.
Our traffic load continues to increase each year, and
it is hoped that the Amherst-Milford by-pass will be
in operation before 1969, as was outlined to us at
the public meeting held in the Amherst Town Hall by
Mr. Whittaker of the New Hampshire Public Works
Department.
Baboosic Lake has continued to have record crowds
on weekends, enjoying the recreational facilities, also
during the summer vacation period.
One mobile 2-way set was purchased and installed
in one of the officer's cars, replacing the one that be-
came obsolete by F.C.C. regulations. It is planned
to secure two more sets this year which will give our
Department a total of four mobile sets and a base sta-
tion located at the Fire Station.
I would like again to thank the Selectmen and all
members of the Amherst Police Department for their
cooperation and help in keeping Amherst free from
any highway fatality during 1963, and it is my sincere
hope that the users of our highways will make 1964





AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
The following is a brief summarized report of the
department's activities and expenditures during the
past year.
1. Salaries — 40 men at $25.00 year. This is pay-
ment for men attending 12 regular meetings and at
least 12 practice sessions by engine companies. 1 Fire
Chief at $100.00., 2 Assistants at $15.00 each and 1 Jan-
itor at $177.00.
2. Fires. Your department responded to 85 alarms
during 1963 as compared to 51 in 1962.
Types of calls were:
3. The department purchased 500 feet of 2V2 inch
hose and 150 feet of 1 inch booster Hne at a cost of
$750.00.
4. Water Holes. 1. The water hole on Route 122
by the Ponemah Hill Road was dug out and refenced.
2. The water hole on the Austin Road in Noble's pas-
ture was dug out. 3. The water hole above Albees' on
the Christian Hill Road was dug out and refenced.
4. The water hole at the corner of Green Road and
Mont Vernon Road was dug out and fenced. A new
water hole was dug on the New Boston Road on the
Knight property at no cost to the town. Total cost of
the water hole program was $625.95.
5. Supplies and Equipment. Under this program
were purchased miscellaneous items such as tools, hand
lights, helmets, boots, coats, three nozzles, foam and
foam generator, canvas covers for hose beds, two
beacon ray lights and supplies for the fire station. The
total cost of this program came to $1,248.32.
6. Special Projects. The main item under this de-
partment was the changeover of all radio equipment
to conform with the regulations set by the Federal
Communication Commission. A new radio room was
built and radios serving the Fire, Police and Forestry
Departments were set up in the area to make these
operations more efficient. The cost of this project was
$1,102.39.
7. Fire Alarm. In addition to regular maintenance
of the fire alarm system it was necessary to replace the
compressor and old tanks that have been in use for
many years. Also the piping to the horns in the tower
was replaced and a new horn added to increase the
range of the alarm.
The Department has taken an active part in the
Souhegan Valley Mutual Aid Program and finds it of
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tremendous value to our town. It is possible for Am-
herst to call for assistance from 17 towns at no cost.
In conjunction with our radio room a card file and
property map has been established to facilitate the
prompt location of fires. We want to stress the impor-
tance of giving the correct property owner's name and
street name when reporting a fire.
In closing this report we would like to express our
thanks to the officers and members of the three engine
companies for the time and efl^ort put forth to accom-
plish the work of the department. We would also like
to acknowledge the many hours Forrest "Pete" Peterson








Report of the Forest Fire Warden
and Yoiu- District Chief
During the past year New Hampshire faced the
greatest forest fire threat to its woodlands in more than
sixty years. The continued drought brought home to
our citizens, as never before, the potential threat of
destructive fires to their beautiful and valuable for-
ests, homes and livelihood. In true American tradition
of meeting a common threat by volunteer effort, this
fire danger was minimized by active prevention, patrol
and a relinquishing of personnel rights for the common
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good. It was the greatest demonstration of public co-
operation ever experienced by those responsible for
local and state fire control. The ready forces of volun-
teer fire services kept the losses low. For their effort
and public response the general fire service expresses
its heartfelt thanks for a job well done.
Prevention however, is not just an activity for the
bad fire years. It must be practiced until it becomes a
part of our public conscience — a habit. Just plain care-
lessness with fire causes too manv of our fires.
The following practices and suggestions will help:
1. Always have a permit for outdoor burning and
burn within the terms of the permit and in a safe place.
Burn late in the afternoon when the wind is down or
on rainy or damp da)'s. Check your fire and if winds
develop extinguish it promptly.
2. Carry your rubbish to the public dump — it's
safer. A neglected backyard incinerator causes many
fires.
3. Never discard lighted cigarette or match. Make
this a year round habit regardless of the safety of your
surroundings.
4. Children caused fires are now a major concern.
Keep matches away from them and teach them to re-
spect fire and not make it a subject of play.
Let's all join with "Smokey the Bear" and "Keep
New Hampshire Green " and growing in 1964.









REPORT OF CEMETERY TRUSTEES - 1963
Major expenses in 1963:
Area in front of vault hard surfaced.
Three large trees were removed and all trees in
cemeteries were trimmed.
Sixty monuments were reset on concrete bases in
Chestnut Hill Cemetery.
Fence at Cricket Corner Cemetery was rebuilt and
repainted.
Fifteen lots were rebuilt with markers and posts
reset level with ground.
Metal racks were installed in vault.
Lots sold: 2.
Major project for 1964:
Clear new section and have it filled to proper level.
Plant evergreen shrub fence to screen back and along
side of road, to make this section look satisfactory.








STATEMENT OF COMMON TRUST FUND
PRINCIPAL AND UNEXPENDED INCOME
As at December 31, 1963
PRINCIPAL
Assets:
Uninvested cash $ 66 92
Investments:
Mutual funds ($59,602.67 at
market value) $34,451 90
Savings banks 68,052 66
102,504 56






Total Funds $102,571 48
UNEXPENDED INCOME
Assets:
Cash in checking account $ 2,095 91
Investments:
Mutual fund ($5,232.81 at
market value) $2,435 82
Savings bank 7,551 66
9,987 48
Total Assets $12,083 39
Balance of unexpended income:
Library Fund $ 669 56
Highway Fund 96 10
School Fund 696 74
Cemetery Fund 10,620 99
Total Unexpended Income $12,083 39
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Statement of Common Trust Fund Principal and
Unexpended Income states in summary form that
which appears in detail in the Report of the Trust
Funds of the Town of Amherst and in the Report of
the Common Trust Fund Investments of the Town
of Amherst. The Report of the Trust Funds of the
Town of Amherst also contains a statement of Sepa-
rately Invested Funds.
The market value of Common Trust Fund Invest-
ments increased in the amount of ten thousand five
hundred eleven dollars and forty-six cents ($10,511.46)
during 1963. This is an increase of 19.35% which is
accounted for, primarily because security prices gener-
ally advanced and also because of the Trustees policy
of reinvesting capital gain distributions.
The average vield on Common Trust Fund Invest-
ments was 4.57'/ based on invested cost at the be-
ginning of the year. Of this the mutual fund invest-
ments yielded 4.87 'a and savings bank accounts yielded
4.43%.
At the year end Common Trust Fund Investments
at market values were invested 46% in equity securi-
ties and 54% in savings bank deposits.
The balances of Unexpended Income of all funds,
except the Cemetery Funds, were distributed during
January 1964 in accordance with the respective desig-
nated purposes. These sums were equal to the 1963
investment income. The Unexpended Income of the
Cemetery Funds will be used during 1964, to the


























































During 1963, the program of spraying, pruning and
removal of village trees was continued, together with
the planting of new trees and shrubs. Losses from
Dutch Elm disease within the village were relatively
light compared to previous years. But this does not
signify that the disease is abating or that the spraying
program may be relaxed. Indeed some 35 trees on
private property throughout the town were reported
as diseased — an indirect testimony to the benefits of
spraying to preserve our large old elms.
Young maples and oaks, together with flowering
shrubs and evergreens were set out at several locations.
This portion of the program is now starting to reap a
reward as previous plantings begin to cast a shade or
beautifv the commons with their lovely flowers. The
prolonged drought last Fall was hard on these new
plantings, but it is felt that only a few will have to be
replaced.
All residents are again urged to replace trees lost
from storm or disease, and to start other new ones.
Their growth is a source of personal satisfaction as well











A. Dormant Spray — April
Elm Trees in Village
B. Cover Spray — May
Elm Trees in Village and Ponemah
Planting — 15 - 20 Young Trees in Village 450.00
Includes preparing ground, stock,
mulching, and watering
General Tree Work — All Town Trees and 450.00
Trees bordering streets in Village —
pruning, limited selective feeding
Tree Removal — Cutting, removing and dis- 675.00
posing of Village Elm Trees with
Dutch Elm Disease and dead Maples.
Removing cut-down diseased elm




REPORT OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICIAL
With all the talk of the "growth of Amherst" it is
only natural that this report should show an increase in
the processing of permit requests. A total of 130 appli-
cations were received and processed, broken down as
follows
:
1. New Private Housing 56
2. Additions or Alterations 20
3. Parking Garages 12
4. Trailers 8
5. Signs 11
6. Utility Out Buildings 8
7. Non-Residential Structures 9
8. Miscellaneous 6
Of these it was necessary to deny 16 requests as not
allowed bv the provisions of the zoning ordinance.
Since a monthly report is requested to be filed with
the Bureau of Census, each applicant is requested to
file an estimated building cost of each project. It is in-
teresting to note the following figures representing esti-
mated costs:
New Housing
REPORT OF BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Board of Adjustment held 15 Public Hearings
on appeals for special exceptions and variances.
Decisions were as follows:
12 Granted
2 Compromise plans granted
1 Denied
1 Variance granted under the old ordinance.
Hearings were held as required by the Zoning Ordi-
nance.
Recommendations as to revisions of the Zoning
Ordinance have been submitted to the Planning Board




ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Raymond Busceme: Permit granted to bake bakery
products, under new ordinance.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hall: Variance granted to di-
vide lot of land.
Herbert W. Wenzel: Permit granted to build addi-
tion to pavilion. Variance.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Holmes: 5 year extension of
present permit. Granted.
Mr. Charles Nute: Variance granted to build porch
on home located lakeside district.
Mrs. Cecilia Monson: Exception granted to convert
restaurant to professional offices.
Lloyd and Grace Snow: Permit granted (variance)
to build a tool shed.
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Andre Cadorette: Variance granted to expand exist-
ing 28 mobile home units to a total of 40 units.
Harold and Bertha Copp: Variance granted to build
a garage.
Fred Vatcher: Variance granted to locate mobile
home, with restrictions.
Moulton & Sons, Inc.: Granted continuation of a
non-conforming use, with no external display of mer-
chandise.
Nashua Airport Authority: Application granted to
erect a radio beacon on property, Stearns and Veterans
Road.
Alfred and Violette Hamelin: Application does not
meet with the requirements of the Zoning Ordinance.
Variance is denied.
Robert H. Currier: Special exception is granted as
a permitted use to construct a nine-hole golf course and
clubhouse building.
Horace Greeley Restaurant : Special exception grant-
ed to build a 16 x 22 foot addition to be an entrance
foyer. Application for special exception to build a 40
foot by 60 foot addition to be used as a cocktail lounge
was denied as this is not a permitted use by special ex-
ception in the rural district.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE
AMHERST TOWN LIBRARY
In compliance with New Hampshire Revised Stat-
utes Annotated (202:10 and 202:11) we give our an-
nual report of the trustees:
Financial Report — The report of our Treasurer is
appended hereto.
Buildings and Grounds — New fluorescent light fix-
tures were installed in the balance of the rooms on
the first floor of the library; also in the three book
alleys on the second floor of the library.
The wooden floors on the first floor of the library
were refinished.
Loam and fertilizer were purchased to cover and
improve the library lawn so that it could be seeded (on
the street side).
Shrubs for this section of the lawn were purchased
through money raised by the coffee get-together at
the home of Mrs. Allen Carlsmith.
Book slot has been installed in the front door of
the library and has proven to be successful.
New receiving desk and high swivel chair were
purchased and book cart refinished for the librarian.
Library fence — in need of repair and repainting.
Nothing was done on this as the Library Trustees felt
it was too expensive. It was felt by the Library Trus-
tees that the Town should approve or reject this pro-
ject.
Gifts and Bequests — The Library Trustees ac-
knowledge with thanks a further gift of $500 from
Mrs. Frederick W. Mosher.
The Trustees of the Amherst Town Library wish
at this time to express their thanks to Mrs. Walter D.
Carr for repairing and refinishing the wall clock in-
side the library building.
A Book Selection Committee was appointed with-
in the past year. They have done a wonderful job
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in suggesting books to the Library Trustees for pur-
chase. The Library Trustees express their thanks to
them for doing such a grand job.
There will be six members on this committee. Two
members are to retire each year. New appointments
are to be made by the Library Trustees each year in
June.
The Book Selection Committee is as follows:
One year — Mr. Leonard Hall
Mrs. Greeley Buchanan
Two years — Mrs. Arthur Foote
Mrs. Richard Morse
Three years — Mrs. James Montgomery
Mrs. Charles Ware
The Trustees of the Amherst Town Library wish to
thank the many friends of the library who donated
their time for cataloguing books, typing reports, and
who assisted in the children's group.
Respectfully submitted,





HAROLD E. MORRIS, Secretary
AMHERST TOWN LIBRARY
Librarian's Report
1963 has been a most successful and progressive
year. We have continued our rate of expansion with
the circulation increasing from 16,987 in 1962 to 18,412
this past year and we feel that we have managed to
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keep up with our fast growing town. We are gradually
improving our library with the addition of a book
slot, new lights, and in the near future we hope
to have a new charging desk in the main room to greet
you as you enter. We hope that in 1964 you will see
new and better equipment to enable the children to
study more comfortably and with more efficiency.
Book circulation figures for tlie year are as follows:
Adult fiction 5500 Juvenile fiction 7148





Books added to our collection during the year total
375. Of these, 115 adult fiction, 91 adult non-fiction,
100 juvenile fiction and 69 juvenile non-fiction
We subscribe to 24 magazines. The magazine list has
been revised this year and it is hoped that people will
find them more useful and more enjoyable to read.
A sincere thank-you to the following people for
their gifts of money, books and magazines:
Mrs. Frederick W. Mosher, Mrs. Greeley S.
Buchanan, Mrs. Elizabeth N. Bean, Mr. Henry Merrill,
Charles Sandford, Mrs. Gharles Ware, Mrs. Marion
Wilcox, Mrs. Jean Chase, Mrs. Donald Grant, Mary
Mitiguy, Mrs. Carl Graesser, Mrs. Robert Seamans,
Martha Gray and Mr. and Mrs. Philip B. Holmes, a
book in memory of Ernest "Sam" Warren.
I wish to thank all those who have volunteered their
services to the librarians in helping us with our many
duties. *: '«]
This report would not be complete without the
mention of the book selection committee which was
formed several months ago. Their helpfulness in
making suggestions for purchase of new books has been
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greatly appreciated and I hope that this new venture
will continue.
May I take this opportunity to thank the trustees








January 1, 1963, cash on hand $ 27
Appropriation 3,259 71
Trust Funds 590 29
Gifts, fines, sales of books 264 10
DISBURSEMENTS
Disbursements NIL
December 31, 1963, cash on hand $611 67
Fannie E. Weston Fund
RECEIPTS
January 1, 1963, cash on hand $156 55








Gift from Mrs. Frederick W. Mosher $500 00










Balance on hand December 31, 1962
REPORT OF PLANNING BOARD
Your Planning Board has worked on two distinct
types of community problems since the last Town
Meeting. One involved developing needed amend-
ments to the new zoning ordinance. The other — pre-
liminary study of some of the community's longer-
range problems.
The zoning ordinance passed at the 1963 Town
Meeting has already demonstrated its effectiveness as
a tool in shaping community development along the
lines desired by a majority of the citizens. None the
less, experience in administering the ordinance has un-
covered sections that need revision. Several articles
in this year's town warrant are aimed at accomplish-
ing these revisions. Other needed changes are currently
mider study.
Amherst faces many other problems requiring care-
ful study. Among these are: (1) tlie need for community
recreational facilities; (2) regulation of subdivisions,
and (3) the possibilty of expandng the tax base through
planned industrial development. Preliminary work has
only begun on these problems, but we expect to devote










The Road Commission has carefully considered each
item of the budget preparation for the Highway De-
partment before its presentation to other committees
and groups.
We feel it represents, as much as possible, a "hold
the line " cost of operation.
Our Winter Maintenance costs represent the only
area that a continued trend of increase prevails. This
is brought about however, by the severity of recent
winters, the added roads being serviced and the greater
services that have been demanded on the Highway
Department. Savings enjoyed on the purchase of salt,
now permitted by the storage area of the Town Barn,
have greatly helped in keeping this figure to its present
level.
Comparison of other budget items is most revealing
and interesting.
Parks and Playgrounds expense has been kept to
the same figure for many years despite added areas in
the town which are now presently maintained.
The creation of a new Dump area and the com-
mencement of a program of clearing and enlarging
same to minimize fire hazard is being handled within
the same budget request as previously asked.
Increases in Summer Maintenance and Oiling fig-
ures represent only the minimum costs resulting from
more area being serviced. A total of eleven new streets
have been added within the past three-year period.
Several savings have been effected by the ability
to perform general repairs, preparation of horses and
sundry other department items within the facilities
afforded by the new Town Barn.
The need of an additional piece of town equipment
was considered and explored with no recommendation
of same at this present time.
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Proposed road programs tentatively scheduled for
this year were effectively carried out.
In the 1961 Report, we pointed out that many meet-
ings were held by this group with builders, contractors,
developers and the Selectmen. We reviewed road
specification requirements for the acceptance of new
roads. We considered the economic eflFect the Town
might experience if a surge in building and develop-
ment should take place.
The activity along these lines, that has ensued since
then has exceeded most everyone's anticipation.
Maintenance, alone, of these added roads and streets
will increase the needs of the Highway Budget.
We therefore urge the passage of Article No. 20







In preparing this report, we find ourselves at the
point where we must look back over the past year at
our accomplishments and ahead to the future in the
light of what has taken place.
Since one of our primary responsibilities to the
people of Amherst is equitable assessment of the Town
for tax purposes, many hours were spent in reassessing
the homes which have not changed hands in the past
several years. All tax assessment information has been
incorporated in a wholly new system of cards made
possible by the recent purchase of the addressograph,
making the beginnings of an efficient tax record of all
property in town. To properly round out the reassess-
ment program, we feel that it is essential to obtain a
tax map. This will enable us to locate and define every
single parcel of land within the town. Without such
a map the task of equalizing land assessment is insur-
mountable.
With our great increase in dwellings, roads and
numbers of residents our Town services have become,
and will continue to become, more and more expensive.
It is readily apparent that if this increased cost of doing
business is to fall on the shoulders of the homeowner
our tax rate will become prohibitive. With this possi-
bility in mind, we have concerned ourselves with the
broadening of the Town's tax base and have spent con-
siderable time attempting to attract non-dwelling tax
income.
Accordingly when the opportunity presented itself
through contacts of our Town Counsel to have an in-
dustrial park located in Amherst, we seized upon it.
We have spent much time in discussion with these
people and a preliminary agreement has been negoti-
ated which will result in building of substantial tax-
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able industrial property. We sincerely hope that this
will have your approval and support.
The past year has seen Amherst suffer a marked in-
crease in cases falling under Old Age Assistance and
Tow^n Poor. Thanks to the time and energy expended
in thorough investigation by one of our members as
Overseer of the Poor, in many instances, considerable
money has been saved. However, it is well to note that
many of our older citizens are ineligible for sufficient
Social Security benefits and that the trend towards
more Old Age Assistance to these people will undoubt-
edly continue in the immediate future.
We are sure you will note with approval our con-
tinuing program of upkeep of the Town Hall. With the
exception of the Selectmen's Room, the entire first floor
was repainted. It is apparent that the flooring in the
downstairs hallway needs immediate attention and we
are also at the end of the allowable time for the fire-
proofing of the stage curtains. Both these projects are
to be undertaken early this year along with some need-
ed additional painting. We are aware of the poor con-
dition of the window curtains throughout the build-
ing which have been up over ten years. We hope to
have sufficient funds this year to undertake at least
partial replacement.
We would be remiss in closing if we did not men-
tion our appreciation for the cooperation we have had
from the heads of the Town Departments, most par-
ticularly the Town Clerk and the Tax Collector who,
as our secretary, keeps the detail work done so efficient-
ly. It has been an interesting and most productive year
for us and we hope for the Town.
We note with regret that Harold Aldrich is leaving
the service of the Town of Amherst. He has been a
member of the Police Department for 15 years and will
be missed bv the townspeople.
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AMHERST VILLAGE DISTRICT WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Amherst in the
County of Hillsborough in said State, qualified
to vote in District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall
in said Amherst on Friday the 13th of March next, at
eight o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the follow-
ing subjects:
1. To choose all necessary District Officers for the
ensuing year.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be neces-
sary to defray town charges for the ensuing year and
make appropriations of the same.
3. To transact any other business which may le-
gally come before said meeting.
Given under our hand and seal this 17th day of





Commissioners of the Amherst Village District








Your Commissioners are pleased to report that the
District is now providing water to 182 users.
Repayment of another $6,000.00 in principal has re-
duced the District indebtedness to $89,000.00. Ade-
quate reserves are being built up to provide for regular
painting of the Standpipe and other major maintenance.
Our special thanks to Admiral William C. Vose for






AMHERST VILLAGE DISTRICT BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 1963
Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1963 $ 4,973 35
Accounts Receivable, including
December 31st bills 3,713 20
Total Current Assets $ 8,686 55
Water System:
Land and Buildings $ 679 60




Bonds Payable $ 89,000 00





AMHERST VILLAGE DISTRICT BUDGET
Estimates of receipts and expenditures for the ensuing year
January 1, 1964 to December 31, 1964
compared to
Estimated and actual receipts and expenditures of the previous




Cash on hand January 1, 1963 $ 621.04 $ 621.04 $ 584.78
Reserve 4,223.93 4,223.93 4,388.57
Total $ 4,844.97 $ 4,844.97 $ 4,973.35
Income vi^ater service
prior year (4th quarter) $ 3,159.53 $ 3,159.53 $3,713.20
Income water service
current year (1st 3 quarters) 3,600.00 3,788.36 3,500.00
Total income water service $ 6,759.53 $ 6,947.89 $ 7,213.20
Hydrant Rental $ 1,430.00 $ 1,430.00 $ 1,430.00
Precinct Tax 3,805.47 3,805.47 *3,751.80
Other Receipts 160.00 247.19 165.00
Total Receipts $16,999.97 $17,275.52 $17,533.35
EXPENDITURES
Bonds called and cancelled $ 6,000.00 $ 6,000.00 $ 6,000.00
Interest 2,070.00 2,070.00 1,935.00
Superintendent's Salary 600.00 600.00 600.00
Assist. Superintendent's Salary 100.00 300.00 300.00
Tax Collector 75.00 75.00 75.00
Accounting 200.00 200.00 200.00
Meters and Repairs 400.00 415.51 600.00
Electricity 1,300.00 1,037.14 1,300.00
Operating, Supplies, Maintenance 700.00 1,297.41 1,200.00
Service Connections 100.00 64.00 100.00
Office Supplies 300.00 119.44 100.00
Insurance 150.00 123.67 150.00
Other Receipts 160.00
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Cash on hand 621.04 584.78 584.78
Reserve 4,223.93 4,388.57 4,388.57
Total Expenditures $16,999.97 $17,275.52 $17,533.35
* To be raised by taxes 1964 assessed against property within
the Village District.
AUDITORS' REPORT
We have examined the foregoing accounts and find




SYNOPSIS OF AMHERST TOWN MEETING
March 12, 1963
Acting under The Warrant for Town Meeting, polls opened
at 1:00 P. M. by the Moderator, A. M. Wight, Jr.
Election of officers: A. M. Wight, Jr., Moderator; Catherine
A. Kruger, Town Clerk; Supervisors of the checklists, Harold
H. Wilkins, Phyllis Hill and Beatrice Montgomery; ballot clerks,
Lillian Anderson and Dorothy Husmer; assistants to the voters,
Allen D. Howard and Randolph Kruger.
Business meeting was called at 8:00 P. M. Mention was made
of posting of Warrant at Town Hall, Post Office, Moulton store,
as well as Claire's and So. Merrimack General Store.
Invocation by Mr. Harold H. Wilkins, Sr.; also a moment
of silent prayer in memory of Rae Comerford, who passed away
March 28th, 1962.
Acting under Article 1 of the Town Warrant, the following
officers were elected: Francis E. Whaland, Selectman for three
years; Catherine A. Kruger, Town Clerk and Treasurer; Barbara
H. Landry, Tax Collector; Richard G. Crocker, Road Agent;
Orson H. Bragdon and Howard L. Husmer, Auditors; Albert
H. Junkins, Constable; Chester B. McGrath, Trustee of Trust
Funds for three years; Harriet S. Mitiguy and Harold W. Morris,
Library Trustees for three years; Howard F. Russell, Board of
Adjustment, five years; and Richard H. Thurston, Board of
Adjustment for four years.
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Acting under Article 2 as printed on the ballot: "To repeal
the Amherst Zoning Ordinance enacted March 12, 1946, as
amended, and to adopt the Town of Amherst Zoning Ordinance
of 1963." — 252 voted "Yes," 200 voted "No," and there were
13 void votes.
Article 3— It was moved and voted to authorize the select-
men and treasurer to borrow money in anticipation of taxes, if
necessary, as provided by law of 1907.
Article 4— It was moved and voted to allow a discount of
1V^% on the 1963 property taxes if paid in accordance with
this article as printed.
Article 5— It was moved and voted that no money be raised
to purchase advertising in the Merrimack Valley Region Guide.
Article 6 — It v/as moved and voted to raise and appropriate
the sum of $94,415.24 with the exclusion of several items to be
acted upon separately in the Warrant.
Article 7 — Moved and voted to raise the sum of $1,000. to
continue the plan stai"ted in 1948 for road improvement.
Article 8— Moved and voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $300., increase in Town Treasurer's salary.
Article 9 — Moved and voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $150. to defray the town's share in the White Pine Blister
Rust Control.
Article 10— Moved and voted to abolish the office of Con-
stable as an elective officer and allow selectmen to appoint
the Constable to operate under their direction.
Article 11 — Moved and seconded to raise and appropriate
$8,000. for the purpose of having State Tax Commission re-
assess the Town. This motion was defeated by showing of
hands, 92 persons voting "Yes," 114 voting "No."
Article 12 — Moved and voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $500. to start the rehabilitation of the Village Common
as recommended by the Tree Committee.
Article 13 — Moved and voted to give Selectmen authority to
sell a certain piece of land across from Cricket Corner Cemetery.
Article 14 — On recommendation of the Ways and Means
Committee the following roads were accepted as Town Roads:
Woodland Drive by Maurice Young
Pinewood Drive by Robert Currier
Beaver Brook Circle by Joseph Eaton
Town Crier Road by Arnold Schumacher
Cricket Hill Drive by Turner and Schumacher
Moved by Mr. F. Tenney Clough and it was voted to put into the
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record that all roads covered by this article are accepted only
insofar as they have been presently developed.
Article 15 — Mr. Dewey Smith, selectman, read a resolu-
tion and agreement with persons living on Truell Road.
Moved and voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200. to
be repaid by special assessment against abutting property own-
ers on Truell Road and when expended to bring Truell Road
up to minimum specifications for town roads.
Article 16 — Moved and voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $300., for continuing a program of purchasing and
having erected suitable street name signs, and commenced by
passage of Article 19, Town Meeting, March 13, 1962.
Article 17— Moved and voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $200. for expenses incurred by the Planning Board in
the performance of its duties, which expenses shall include
the printing of the Revised Zoning Ordinance, if adopted, to-
gether with the reproduction of the zoning map.
Article 18— Moved and voted that the recommendation of
the Ways and Means Committee be accepted, "More study by
a committee of three appointed by the Moderator and that a
report be made at the next annual Town Meeting." Mrs. Cynthia
Lathrop explained that this article was put into the Warrant
at the request of the School Board.
Article 19— Under New Business, Judge Charles Lincoln
moved that the town vote to authorize the fire wards and fire
chief to take two pieces of apparatus out of town in response
to requests for assistance in fire emergencies from other
towns and to authorize the fire wards and fire chief to request
and accept assistance from the fire departments of other towns
under mutual aid system. Mr. Louis Heaton suggested that
each town should hold the other towns harmless.
Mr. Hermon Anderson spoke of the soi'row of the Selectmen
over the death of Mr. Rae Comerford, also of the appreciation
of the help given by Mr. Rufus Brown over the past year and
asked for a rising vote of thanks.
A rising vote of thanks was given to the Ways and Means
Committee for time and effort given to the town.
Mrs. Dorothy Davis asked that the Selectmen arrange a
hearing for the Public before Town Meeting, at about the time
the Warrant is being pi'epared.
Meeting adjourned 11:05 P. M.
At the close of the meeting newly-elected officers took their
oath of office.
CATHERINE A. KRUGER, Town Clerk
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Marriages Registered in the Town of Amherst, N. H.
For the Year Ending December 31, 1963
Births Registered in the Town of Amherst, N. H.
For the Year Ending December 31, 1963
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AMHERST SCHOOL DISTRICT
School Officers - 1963-64
School Board: Term Expires
David T. Ramsay
SUPERVISORY UNION NO. 40
Amherst - Brookline - Hollis - MUford - Mont Vernon
SCHOOL CALENDAR - 1963-64
Begin Close
Sept. 4 (Wed.) Dec. 20 (Fri.) 74 days
(Oct. 25, Nov. 11, 28, 29 - No School)
Jan. 2 (Thurs.) Feb. 21 (Fri.) 37 days
Mar. 2 (Mon.) April 24 (Fri.) 39 days
(Mar. 27 - No School)
May 4 (Mon.) Approx. June 19 (Fri.) 35 days
185 days
SCHOOL CALENDAR - 1964-65
Sept. 9 (Wed.) Dec. 23 (Wed.) 73 days
(Oct. 23, Nov. 26, 27 - No School)
Jan. 4 (Mon.) Feb. 19 (Fri.) 35 days
Mar. 1 (Mon.) April 23 (Fri.) 39 days
(April 16 - No School)
May 3 (Mon.) Approx. June 24 (Thurs.) 38 days
185 days
School will be in session a full dav each dav.
Supervisory Union 40 Teachers' Meeting, Septem-
ber 8, 1964.
Workshops to be announced.
The closing date of school will be revised depend-
ing on the number of days omitted for workshops, bad
weather, etc.
WARRANT FOR ANNUAL SCHOOL MEETING
State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town of
Amherst quahfied to vote in district aflPairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall
in said district on the sixth day of March 1964, at 3:30
o'clock in the afternoon to act upon the following
subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for
the ensuing three years, and a member for the ensuing
one year.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the
School Board and Truant Officer, and fix the compen-
sation of any other officers or agent of the district.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Com-
mittees, or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in
relation to any subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see what sum of money the district will raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
salaries of school district officials and agents, and for
the payment of statutory obligations of the district, and
to authorize the application against said appropriation
of such sums as are estimated to be received from the
state foundation aid fund together with other income;
the school board to certify to the selectmen the balance
between the estimated revenue and the appropriation,
which balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
9. To see if the district will authorize the school
board to make application for and to receive in the
name of the district, such advances, grants in aid or
other funds for education purposes, as may now, or
hereafter be forthcoming from the United States
Government or any state or private agency.
10. To see if the district will authorize school boards
to negotiate transportation contracts that will cover a
period not exceeding three years.
11. To see if the district will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,522.00 to provide grading
and a fence at Spalding field and a fence and paving at
the Clark School. If appropriated this year, the State
will reimburse Amherst thirty per cent of this sum.
12. To see if the district will vote to provide school
bus transportation to all pupils living more than IV2
(one and one half) miles from school and appropriate an
additional sum of $2,000.00 for said purpose or to take
any action relative thereto.
13. To transact any other business which may legally
come before said meeting.
Given under our hands at said Amherst this 14th
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NOTIFICATION OF SCHOOL ASSESSMENT, 1963
EXPENDITURES
Current Expenditures
REPORT OF THE TREASURER
(For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1962 to June 30, 1963)
BARBARA H. LANDRY, Treasurer,
In account with the School District of Amherst.
Dr.
Cash on Hand July 1, 1962 $ 4 63
Board of Selectmen:
Current Appropriation as of March 1962 218,817 12
State Sources 1,655 90
Federal Funds 2,951 70
Tuition 3,466 64
Trust Funds 613 86
Other Income 253 50
Total Receipts $227,763 35
Cr.
Payments on order of School Board $222,616 98
Balance on Hand June 30, 1963
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) 5,146 37
Dr.
Building Fund:
Bond Issue $61,000 00
Transferred General Fund 850 00
Total $61,850 00
Balance on Hand June 30, 1963
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $61,850 00
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AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
(Required by the State Board of Education from all
State Aided Districts)
This is to certify that we have examined the books,
vouchers, bank statements, and other financial records
of the treasurer of the School District of Amherst, of
which the above is a true simimary for the fiscal year







A double obligation constantly faces a school board
as it discharges its responsibilities, renders decisions
and sets policies: first, to provide the best education
possible for all the pupils and second, to serve the
best interests of all the taxpayers.
Closely connected with this two-fold duty is the
main task of drawing up the proposed budget to reflect
the needs of the new year. The board is confronted
with myriad problems stemming from ever-increasing
enrollment, mounting costs in most items and the
pressure of time and space to establish a secure, long-
range future for the twelve grades.
A prerequisite to the annual meeting is a careful
study by all the citizens of the budget and the reports
and recommendations of all school oSicials.
Since last March much has been accomplished.
Four classrooms and washrooms were added to the
Clark School, an outside boiler room was built to house
heating facilities adequate for future additions and
two and a half acres for playground were purchased
from Miss Honora Spalding. The final payment of
this debt will be made in the 1968-69 budget.
Gratitude goes to the building committee, Carl
Merrill, chairman, Charles Lincoln, Howard Booth-
rovd and Rufus Brown, for their interest and zeal in
seeing to it that all was ready for the August 25 dedi-
cation and the opening of school.
The total budget increase this year over the pre-
ceding year amounts to $28,613. The principal areas
of increase are as follows:
Instruction $ 7,491








Instruction reflects an increase because of the addi-
tion of a third first-grade teacher and also because of
a proposed salary schedule change from a $4,200 to a
$4,300 starting base and step increases of 5 per cent
rather than 4 per cent which has been in effect. This
change is in line with the recommendations of other
school districts in Union No. 40.
The amount budgeted for plant operation is more
because of the need for additional janitor service, oc-
casioned for the most part by the increase in school
building space.
The increase in debt service is in line with the
amount appropriated one year ago to finance the addi-
tion to the Clark School.
The tuition increase is due to the greater number
of Amherst pupils in the Milford schools. There are now
184 and it is estimated there will be 213 in the 1964-65
school year.
The following needs have been placed in a special
article for consideration and action: to grade and fence
the new Spalding field, estimated at $3920; to hot-top
an apron outside the new rooms at Clark, $1352; to
erect fence between playground and Wilkins-Morris
properties, $250.
In reference to the above costs the board points
out the importance of realizing this is the last oppor-
tunity to receive 30 per cent state building aid to Am-
herst on district appropriations for the latest Clark
addition project.
These facts and figures lead naturally into a dis-
cussion of the future direction of the Amherst schools,
particularly the top six. The board agrees the un-
settled condition existing during the past few years
has to end.
At the special September school meeting legal steps
were taken, simultaneously with Milford, to study the
Authorized Regional Enrollment Area plan which be-
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comes law July 1, 1964. Moderator Buchanan appoint-
ed Erik Brown, Paul Simpson and David Ramsay to
work with three Milford citizens, appointed for the
same purpose.
The school study committee, headed by Wallace
Warren, was instructed to acquire facts and figures on
an Amherst junior-senior high school should the AREA
plan be unacceptable to either district.
Your board has worked with the various study
groups and hopes to be in a position to recommend the
most feasible and practical plan that offers the best
education for our children.
Reports and open meetings to discuss their findings
and to determine the area of interest of the people of
Amherst will be conducted by these study groups in
the spring.
Deep appreciation must go to Superintendent Good-
man and Teacher Consultant Connolly, to Principal
Wostrel and the school staff for their interest and work
with our boys and girls; also to the Amherst PTA and
other organizations who have given their time and
effort to many worthy school projects; and to Custodian
Drygala and his son Reiner for their excellent care of
the three buildings.
Appreciation is also expressed to Robert Foster for
his active interest of the last 18 months and regret for
his resignation. The board is pleased to welcome Paul











It is with a great deal of pleasure that I submit ray
third annual report , In this report, I want to draw
vour attention to the subject of teachers' salaries.
Each year the major item in the annual budgets of
school districts is that for teachers' salaries. And each
year, as your Superintendent of Schools, I find myself
once more in the middle of numerous discussions on
the subject of how much the teachers of the boys and
girls in our school districts should be paid. Never have
I met one person who wants to see a lowering of the
quality of education our children receive, for we all
realize how vitally important it is to see to it that our
youth are well trained to take their place in tomor-
row's unpredictable times. And yet, each year, the
question, "How much is a teacher worth?" is raised
again at budget time.
Surely the value of a good teacher cannot be meas-
ured in terms of dollars and cents. Each of us can re-
member those teachers who made such an important
impact on our lives, and we want the same type of high
quality teachers for our own children.
Concern that we pay enough to keep our excellent
teachers here and attract top quality teachers for our
children is not new in the 60's. A Union 40 school
board, Milford, wrote this in the 1891 annual report:
"We would gladly retain teachers when they are doing
good work, but oftentimes just when of most value to
us, they find they can do better elsewhere, and we
must let them go. Experience has a money value and
if we would have it, we must pay the market price."
Era of Change
Even though the problems of finding and keeping
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good teachers are not new, they are certainly very diffi-
cult, for many changes have taken place in our total
way of life. Not all of these changes are for the good,
but we must live with them. Better highways crowded
with faster automobiles, television, electronic data
processing, and space travel are only a few of the ob-
vious changes. And there are changes in the teaching
profession as well, changes with which teachers must
live. To be trained for a teaching job, a person must
complete at least a four year college program. To ob-
tain a State teaching license, a requirement before a
person can be employed as a teacher, specified college
or university subjects must be completed. To retain
this license, a minimum of six semester hours must be
completed every five years.
Teachers and Pupils Faced with Explosion
of Knowledge
The above are minimum requirements. In Super-
visory Union 40 school districts, the teaching stafi^ has
an excellent record of exceeding the requirements in
order to keep up with the many changes taking place
in the school curriculum.
The National Science Foundation is the most well-
known group today that has improved subjects our
boys and girls now study. New courses in mathematics,
chemistry, and physics are already in your schools, and
others will come as needed. "Needed for what?" one
may ask. The answer is very simple. They are needed
if our boys and girls are to be ready to compete with
others for the jobs and life of tomorrow. The obvious
changes I noted in highways, television, etc., are
visible to all. Less visible but very important are those
many changes resulting both in and from the tremen-
dous explosion of knowledge which is part of our times.
"... Because of a Love for Teaching Children ..."
I am very proud of each of our teachers, who be-
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cause of a love for teaching children, has spent and is
spending a great deal of his time and money to take
the subjects needed in order for him to help our chil-
dren. You are probably saying to yourself at this point,
"What does all of this have to do v^ith teachers' sal-
aries;
Trying to Find Good Teachers
Each year I spend a great deal of time between
January and the opening of school in September travel-
ing to many colleges and universities to try to convince
those seniors qualified to teach that they should apply
for a job in our schools. More time is spent trying to
keep our top quality teachers w^ith us. Those outstand-
ing teachers who decide to leave do so in almost eveiy
instance because of salary. Those who decide to come
here do so because they feel the teaching conditions
are good. But many, many top notch people do not
apply because the salary schedule is not competitive
with otlier school districts in New Hampshire, and even
less competitive with the Southern New England states.
Two years ago, twenty seniors at the University of New
Hampshire and the same number each from Keene and
Plymouth State Colleges applied for positions here.
Last year only five from UNH were interested, and ten
each from Keene and Plymouth. During the interview
days in those colleges, superintendents from other New
Hampshire school districts, with salaries ranging from
$4400 to $7000, were attracting most of the candidates.
Two years ago, through vigorous recruiting, I was
successful in attracting candidates from some of New
England's top-rated colleges and universities in Maine,
Massachusetts, and Connecticut. (Bowdoin, Colby,
Williams, Harvard, Wesleyan) Last year, not one per-
son from those institutions was interested in applying
here — because of our salary plan.
Teachers are interested in location, housing, and
teaching conditions as well as salary when they apply
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for a position. Those teachers who are most interested
in doing a superb job of teaching our boys and girls are
the people you and I want for our schools. Our loca-
tion and teaching conditions are excellent. Some citi-
zens offer good housing at reasonable rates and more
is needed. ( Inform my office if you would have apart-
ments to rent for the next school year.)
Need to Regain Competitive Status in Salary Plan
The salary plan recommended by the Salary Com-
mittee and the School Boards of Milford, HoUis, and
Amherst is one which will enable our schools to begin
to regain a competitive status with other school dis-
tricts. Although we will still be somewhat behind
those New Hampshire districts paying from $4400 or
$4500 to $7000 and more, we will be moving forward
and by this very act will encourage our own top qual-
ity teachers to stay and others to apply. The School
Boards and administration can provide an excellent
professional environment. I hope the citizens will pro-
vide the recommended salary plan, which will range
from $4300 to $6112 ($6090 Milford) next year with a
future limit of $6900.
In closing, I want to take this opportunity to thank
Miss Connolly, every principal, teacher, aide or secre-
tary, lunch worker, custodian, bus transporter — every-
one connected with the operation of our schools — for
cooperating to provide a good education for our boys
and girls. A special expression of thanks is due from
each of us to the members of the School Boards and to
study committee members and other citizens who work
for little or no remuneration, but from a sense of devo-
tion to each town in Supervisory Union 40.
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OUR TEACHER CONSULTANT
Each school in this union functions in the hght of
one basic philosophy, that of understanding and pro-
viding for the individual and group needs of all its
pupils. The means taken to implement this philosophy
differs from school to school for the reason that no two
schools or communities are exactly alike; consequently,
the programs developed take into consideration the re-
sources and requirements of the school itself. Within
each school may be found some of the best educational
practices in this country. What are some of these prac-
tices?
Guidance and Grouping
Any school dedicated to such a philosophy must
have operating a successful guidance program, since
guidance is based upon the same philosophy — that the
needs of each individual are recognized and are being
met. Our elementary schools have been actively partici-
pating in a guidance program for several years. We
group our children so they may achieve at their own
rate. Frustration, which kills incentive and is a con-
tributing factor for underachievement and dropouts,
is lessened, and to a great extent, eliminated. This
grouping is flexible, starting when the child enters
school and continuing throughout the elementary years.
Many children change from group to group as their
progress and achievement indicate their needs. Be-
cause this grouping cuts across grade lines to such an
extent, we may consider our schools ungraded in most
subject areas. We may also consider it a program of
continuous progress. IVIany children, who in the past
would have repeated a grade, have taken the normal
time to do their six years' work, as this program is es-
pecially favorable to those who make a slow start.
Without experiencing failure, frustration, and the pres-
sures of trying to catch up, they soon match the strides
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the other children have taken for themselves. The ac-
celerated group moves along at its own pace and is
ready for advanced work when it enters Junior High.
The large group of so-called average pupils have gained
to the extent that the needs of children at either end
of the range have been met. A surprising number of
these children exhibit real leadership once they are
placed in positions where critical thinking and creativ-
ity are demanded. They must rely upon their own re-
sources rather than that of certain other pupils who
naturally assert themselves. We find that many from
this group work their way into an advanced group
after a few years of experience in this program. An-
nual standardized tests compare the work of the chil-
dren in the schools of our union with each other and
with those on a national basis. The results are so en-
couraging that we know that this program "works."
One of our most significant kinds of grouping in
recent years is that which provides for children in spe-
cial classes. These children are so important to us and
their education so necessary that our local, state, and
federal governments recognize this and are actively
engaged in furthering financial responsibility to meet
their needs. We may be proud of work being done in
our Amherst Special Class. Of great concern is the fact
that we have more children who qualify for this type
of education than can be cared for in our present pro-
gram. Because of this, the number must be limited
until another class is secured. Up to the present time,
we have had children from Amherst, Milford, Brook-
line, and Mont Vernon. Plans are being considered for
another such class. This would extend the age range
and allow more children to have the type of education
they deserve if they are to be educated to the extent
of their potentialities.
Guidance and Teacher Aides
Another of our most promising practices is the use
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of teacher aides. The aide allows the teacher to spend
more time doing the work for which she is hired — that
of teaching children. The greatest dividend is the
added time it gives the teacher to work with the indi-
vidual child, to be more aware of his needs, and to
put into practice a program designed to meet these
needs.
Guidance and Cooperative Teaching
Some of our schools are in the process of develop-
ing programs of cooperative teaching as a means of
strengthening the curriculum and providing more dy-
namic and effective learning situations. Where there
is more than one teacher for a so-called grade all the
children may have the benefit of the special talents of
each teacher. The cooperative planning and teaching
of lessons not only enhances the program but promotes
professional growth and promises to strengthen the
over-all education of our pupils. Large group, small
group and individual learning situations extend the
number of opportunities for providing for the indi-
vidual differences of children, and for the children to
share their own talents with each other. This type of
program lends itself readily to the guidance of our
children toward optimum development. Amherst is to
be congratulated for its farsightedness in recent class-
room construction where folding walls between class-
rooms facilitate this type of teaching. The teachers of
this union, who have participated in the strenuous sum-
mer sessions of the Harvard-Lexington programs,
deserve special commendation, as do those who are
actively sharing in the application of the experiences
m cooperative teaching and other excellent practices
gained from these sessions.
Guidance and the Underachiever
All of these desirable practices are intended to help
prevent one of the greatest problems to be found in
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education — that of underachievement. In a traditional
school, the program is geared to the average on a take-
it-or-leave-it basis. Those pupils who do not meet the
standards set up for an entire grade repeat the work
and then drop out at the first opportunity. The rapid
learner has no choice but to become satisfied with what
for him is mediocre work. When he enters college, he
finds great difficulty in meeting the standards set for
this more select group.
We realize that much more has to be done to solve
the problem of underachievement, but feel very en-
couraged with the continuing increase in achievement
at all levels. Our testing program is a constant tangible
measure of this achievement. There are, however, other
phases of growth that are difficult to measure but are
very obvious results of our programs. These are in
areas of development of the individual such as cre-
ativity, critical thinking, leadership, and a joy of learn-
Guidance and Dropouts
Another goal we hope to attain through our elemen-
tary programs is the elimination of dropouts. Even
though most of them occur beyond the elementary
school, it is still everyone's concern, because somewhere
along the line they are developing certain conditioning
factors that lead to an unfinished education. This con-
ditioning may be the result of continued failures and
frustrations in school or at home. Lack of interest in
education on the part of the parents may cause some
of the dropouts. Sometimes too little is expected of the
child, or too much. When the child cannot find his way
beyond the impossible demands placed upon him by
conflicting interests and requirements of the home and
school, the threshold of frustration has been reached
and to drop out of school is inevitable. What the
parent thinks about school determines to a large degree
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what the pupil's reaction is to it. The parent's satisfac-
tion, dissatisfaction, or lack of interest in the school
is usually reflected in the child's manner of adapting
to a specific school environment, or to education in
general. We are becoming increasingly aware of this
problem, as we consider it to be a tremendous waste
of one of our country's most precious resources — that
of the human mind with all its potentials, and upon
which the strength of this nation depends. Much of
our future leadership could be found among these
students who, for one reason or another, discontinued
their educational development.
Cooperation
Unquestionably, the education of our youth is the
concern of many people and depends upon the coopera-
tion of the school, the parents, and the total community.
Fortunately, this rare combination is outstanding in this
school union, and is the reason why our schools are
doing such an exceptional job in educating our chil-
dren.
To the teachers, Dr. Goodman, the School Boards,
other school personnel, the parents, and countless
friends of education, I would like to express my sincere
appreciation for their dedication to the task of provid-






MILFORD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
George H. Corson, Principal
"What does the future hold for the education of
the youth of Milford?" This question has been left un-
answered for these many years. We now find our
"backs to the wall," and a decision must be made at
the March meeting. This problem has been studied
by many committees over the years and it is hoped
that the combined thinking of all these groups will be
presented to you, the voter, by the committee now
studying the so-called "Area Plan."
Basically the problem boils down to this: "Shall
Milford exclude other towns from its educational sys-
tem and educate its own or shall we become an Area
school and combine with other towns to educate all
area pupils." There are many pros and cons to be
weighed in making such a decision. The answers to
many questions should be sought after and deliberated
upon before a final judgment is made. To make you
realize the urgency of the situation and to help you
answer some of these questions in your own minds, I
would like to present some of the facts directly related
to the problem.
Milford Senior High School was built to accom-
modate four hundred pupils. This year we have ap-
proximately 385 pupils and find ourselves in trouble,
space-wise. We are holding study halls in the cafeteria
and classes in the Music Room, the Conference Room
and an occasional one on the Stage. One reason for
this is poor utilization of the space which we have.
The gymnasium, the largest single area we have, sits
idle day in and day out. If gym classes were being
held there regularly it would relieve the load on the
classroom area of the building. Next year with an
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estimated enrollment of 425 pupils we will have to
use this area, if not for physical education, then for
study halls. These study halls would require a teach-
er's time, thus it would seem wise to enhance our
curriculum with physical education for all. If used
for a study hall, additional units of furniture would
need to be purchased and additional custodial time
would be needed to place and remove these units each
day during the regular basketball season, for each
activity of school, or outside use not needing chairs.
The cafeteria, capacity of 100, is of real concern.
With the expected enrollment, even if the pupils could
be scheduled at an even number each of the four
lunch periods, we are going to be very crowded.
It would be a rare schedule indeed that would or
could be made to keep the numbers so evenly dis-
tributed. It would seem very unwise to create an-
other lunch period when some pupils eat as early as
11:20 a. m. and some as late as 1:15 p. m.
With increased emphasis on sciences and the neces-
sity of having a broad curriculum in this area, we find
our laboratory facilities being taxed to their limit.
In the field of Business Education, our facilities are
operating at 100% utihzation this year. This means
that some pupils may be denied some course in this
area another year.
We will have 406 lockers for 425 people. This will
mean having two people use a single small locker in
some instances.
In general, the above presentation of some of the
problems facing us, points out the fact that next year
will be the last year possible to operate with facilities
we have and the numbers of pupils expected in the
near future.
The following projections indicate the enrollments
for the next five years at the Senior High School.
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ENROLLMENT - GRADES 6 - 12
We the faculty, staJQF and pupils of Milford Senior
High School want to thank the School Board, the
Superintendent of Schools and his staff, the School
Doctors and Nurses, the staff of the noon lunch pro-
gram, the custodial staff, and all those who contributed
in any way to the health, welfare, and education of




Milford Senior High School
MILFORD JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Chester S. Buck, Principal
To the School Board, Superintendent of Schools, and
Citizens of Amherst:
In accordance with the request of the School Board,
I herewith submit my report on the condition of the
Junior High School building and recommendations for
corrective action which will make it a suitable educa-
tional facility.
The year 1964 makes the old high school, now the
junior high school building, 70 years old. For seventy
years the building has withstood the onslaught of
countless numbers of boys and girls. It is only natural
that the vast number of students and the ravages of
time would leave their mark. One has but to walk
through the school with a critical eye to see evidence
of the mark left by time and students. Plaster falling
from ceilings and walls. Floors so uneven and worn
that they are beyond sanding. Inadequate toilet facili-
ties, faulty plumbing, shower rooms that are in poor
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condition and the list of ills besetting this old building
goes on and on.
The question is, what should be done about cor-
recting this situation?
As I see it, there are three alternatives:
1. Do normal maintenance only and allow the build-
ing to fall into a greater state of disrepair or attempt
piecemeal repairs.
2. Tear the building down as suggested by the
Town Planning Consultant in his report to the town.
3. Renovate the building, planning for at least an-
other 25 or 30 years of use.
Let us examine each of these three alternatives.
1. Do normal maintenance only and allow the
building to fall into even a greater state of
disrepair or attempt piecemeal repairs.
This alternative, I believe, is completely foolish. It
is like the old adage, "Penny wise and pound foolish."
True, it would appear that this would cost us no money,
but in the long run it will cost the town far more
than if they take some action now. When built in
1894, the main building without the gym and annex,
cost $36,661.30. This included building, grading the
grounds, and having the building ready for students.
By today's standards, the main building would cost
between $300,000 and $500,000 to construct. If we sit
back and do nothing to fix it up, sooner or later we will
have to replace the building.
What about fixing a little at a time? Well, there's
just so much to be done that we would never finish the
job, and each year would mean more money for one
thing or another. This is rather like trying to keep a
car too long. It reaches the point where every week
something else is worn out and one has a continual
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expense just to keep the car going. With the exception
of the fire escape and new sprinkler system, not much
of anything has been done to or for this building in a
good many years. To do nothing now will, with the
passage of time, cost much more than acting now. The
time to take some action is now.
2. Tear the building down as suggested by the
Town Planning Consultant in his report to the town.
The planning consultant's suggestions simply stated
are to tear down the old main building, leaving the
gymnasium and annex. Connect the annex to the
Jacques School with four classrooms and convert the
Jacques School into a junior high school. This would
necessitate building another elementary school, at least
the size of the Jacques School, somewhere else in town.
Apparently you, the voters, rejected this proposal at
last year's school meeting when you voted to install
the new $11,000 sprinkler system. It would seem rather
foolish to invest $11,000 in the building and then tear
it down. WTiile the planning consultant's plan has some
merit, I doubt if it could be completed for less than
$500,000. To say the very least, this is costly. Like
most of you, I have a certain sentimental attachment
for this old building. To tear it down would be akin to
losing an old reliable friend. From a realistic point of
view, I must also reject this plan because of its cost.
3. Renovate the building, planning for at least
another 25 or 30 years of use.
The building appears to be structurally sound, and
from this point of view will probably outlast many of
the newer buildings. When constructed in 1894, build-
ers were craftsmen who put something of themselves
into their work. Things were built to last. This build-
ing was built to last, and last it has and will. However,
the interior of the school needs a lot of work. The
floors should be taken up and the subfloor renailed;
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then, put down plywood and lay tile over it. The
ceilings should be repaired or replaced where neces-
sary. The classrooms should be remodeled to obtain
maximum use of available space. The building would
be made brighter and more conducive to learning.
Once the task is completed, it must have good main-
tenance. When some little thing goes wrong, it should
be fixed at once and not left. Many of the problems
in the school today started as little jobs, but they were
neglected and as time and students marched onward,
the little problem.s have become major ones. Once
renovated, little problems must be attended to at once
and the building must be maintained. In the long run
this is good economy. I personally believe this is the
best of the three alternatives. If this task is done, the
building should be good, barring unforeseen accidents,
for another 30 years. Expensive? Yes, of course it will
be, but far cheaper than either of the first two alterna-
tives. It is my understanding that there will be a War-
rant Article to cover this job; if so, I think it deserves
your support. If any persons or groups of people are
interested in seeing the interior of the school, contact
the principal and he will be most happy to arrange a
top to bottom tour of the school. Let's give the old
girl a real 70th birthday party and keep her around
for her 100th birthday!
Respectfully submitted,
CHESTER S. BUCK, Principal
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PRINCIPAL'S ANNUAL REPORT - 1963-64
I have the honor to submit my third annual report.
Staff
An increase in pupil population, the return of the
seventh grade to Amherst and several resignations have
resulted in the following changes in the teaching staflF.
At the Brick School Mrs. Cynthia Lathrop and
Mr. William Andrews joined the staff as teachers,
respectively, of science and social studies for grades
6 and 7.
At the Clark School Mrs. Irene Cook and Mrs.
Linda Meserve joined the staff to teach grade 5 and
Miss Lucille Charron to teach grade 4.
In October Mrs. Marian Elliott assumed the posi-
tion of first grade teacher, replacing Mrs. Lucille
Palmer who had been substituting following the resig-
nation of Mrs. Marion Wilcox during the summer.
In December the Amherst School Board author-
ized the employment of a third first grade teacher to
reduce the pupil-teacher ratio of 35-1. In January,
1964, Mrs. Mary Tait took over the instruction of the
third first grade class in the room which had been
renovated last year for grade 3 use.
Our music and art supervisors this year are Mrs.
Florence Stiff and Mr. James Locke, respectively.
Mrs. Ruth GriflBn returned to the staff to serve once
again as teacher aide.
Instructional Program
At the Clark School, organization for instruction
has undergone a change as an outgrowth of the eval-
uative criteria study conducted last year.
In an effort to improve grouping procedures, the
pupils are grouped homogeneously, that is, at a similar
level of achievement, for reading and math. They
are grouped heterogeneously, or at mixed levels of
achievement, for the rest of the curriculum. Under this
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plan most pupils have two teachers instructing them
each day.
Carefully worked out by the staff, the plan en-
deavors to de-emphasize the social groupings that seem
to arise inevitably in a completely homogeneous ar-
rangement and capitalizes on teacher strengths in sub-
ject areas. Yet it does not sacrifice the advantages of
homogeneity in the basic skills areas of reading and
math.
At the Brick School, full departmentalization is
in effect this year for grades 6 and 7, with each teacher
responsible for one of the basic subject areas. For
the seventh grade, special effort has been made to add
to their curriculum such activities as girls' glee club,
physical education and library club. Mr. Andrews has
also taken the responsibility for seventh grade guidance
work. However, it is not possible to offer the com-
plete junior high curriculum such as that given by
Milford.
Last year Amherst sixth grade pupils attended the
Outdoor Education Program at Boston University Sar-
gent Camp in Peterborough, N. H. The five day pro-
gram was so well received that this year's sixth grade
will also attend. Living and working together, the
group studies natural science and related subjects.
The supervisory staff consists of nine Sargent Camp
instructors as well as Mrs. Cynthia Latlirop and Mr.
William Andrews from the Amherst staff and Mrs.
Margaret Clark from Mont Vernon.
At the Clark School, the four room addition, com-
pleted in August, 1963, has proven to be most satis-
factory. The folding walls between each of the two
room units have justified their expense by frequent
usage of the facilities for large group instruction and
for a general assembly area. In addition, the flexi-
bility in pupil grouping afforded by the movable walls
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provides increased opportunities for cooperative teach-
ing with its concurrent advantages.
Under the leadership of Mr. Laszlo Kertesz, the
instrumental music program continues to flourish. A
beginners' orchestra, composed of pupils who have
just recently begun instrumental instruction, got under-
way in January. Both this organization and the more
advanced orchestral group provide many excellent mus-
ical experiences for Amherst students as well as lessons
in the discipline of teamwork.
Looking Ahead
Next year will again find all of our classroom space
utilized, with several rooms edging toward a registra-
tion of 40 pupils. Part of this capacity utilization is
a result of the seventh grade's return to Amherst. One
should note, however, that the population projection
figures prepared by the Amherst School Study Com-
mittee in October, 1962, indicated an estimated stu-
dent population in 1963-64 of 338 in grades one through
six. Actual enrollment as of this report was 351, or an
increase of 13 over the original estimate.
Last year, for the first time in its history, Amherst
had two classrooms for each grade. This year another
milestone was passed with the establishment of a
third first grade classroom. It would seem logical to
house these pupils in three second grade classrooms
next September, but space is unavailable.
In view of these facts, it would seem that future
population projection figures might well be increased
by 5% to allow for this rapid growth in Amherst's
population and to stimulate an upward revision in
planning for future elementary classroom needs.
"We cannot, any more than could past generations,
see the face of the future. But we know that written
across it is the word education." To this end — the
education of the young — our teachers have devoted
their careers. But it is a task for which many hold the
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responsibility. The parent, the school, the church, the
state and the nation — all are deeply involved in this
venture. If one falters, all will suffer. But if we share
the task equally, with determination and selflessness,
we need have no fear of the future.
I wish to express my appreciation to the Amherst
School Board, Dr. Richard Goodman, Miss Mabel Con-
nolly, the townspeople of Amherst and, in particular,






SCHOOL STUDY COMMUTE REPORT
Since your committee reported last, several problems
have been reviewed and studied. This report will bring
you up to date on these studies and inform you of our
recommendations.
Last spring the Milford Study Committee prepared
material to carry out their responsibility in making a
recommendation to Milford for a long range school
program. A tuition program and a cooperative school
were studied; during this time the legislature passed the
AREA law. The Milford Committee and the Amherst
Committee recommended that the proper steps be taken
to study the AREA plan. Both towns then voted to
appoint the legal committees and proceed.
The current situation indicates that during the
1965-66 school year Milford must build to accommodate
the Amherst pupils. They have informed us that they
will not build under the present tuition arrangement,
which establishes that this program is no longer
available to us. We have also been informed as follows:
"At tliis time, based on our building capacities and
enrollments, the Milford School Board believes it would
be unwise to encourage your Study Committee to plan
on having Amherst pupils in Milford after the 1965-66
school year." The Milford School Board also expressed
the desire to have Amherst pupils in their school system
under some long range plan.
The Amherst members of the AREA Planning Board
have informed the Study Committee that a positive
recommendation is being made, which will bring the
AREA Plan to the voters of both towns in the last half
of 1964. Pubhc hearings will be held to aquaint the
voters of both towns with the AREA school, and for
this reason the School Study Committee is not covering
this subject in detail.
Realizing that the Amherst voters would be called
upon to make a decision on this subject, the most
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logical alternative was studied, that of an Amherst Jr.-Sr.
High School. Population studies were projected, build-
ing costs estimated, staff needs determined and an oper-
ating budget prepared.
Budgeting the costs on a 1967 basis gives the
following results.
Amherst
AREA Plan Jr. Sr. Difference
Dollars 154,398 214,646 60,248
Cost per
Pupil (307) $503 $696 $193
Projecting the valuation of the town to 1967 gives
the following difference in tax rate.
Amherst
AREA Plan Jr. Sr. Difference
$27.22 $37.84 $10.62
From the above it is noted that our own Jr.-Sr. High
School would cost $60,248 more per year, a cost of
193.00 per pupil and in the years ahead an increase of
10.62 in the tax rate when compared to the Area Plan.
With the exception of one vote the Study Committee
came to the following conclusions: (1) We should not
build our own Jr.-Sr. High School in preference to the
AREA Plan. (2) The AREA Plan is the most logical
current solution to our problem.










A MINORITY REPORT ON AN
AMHERST/MILFORD AREA SCHOOL
In the summer or fall of 1964 you will be asked to
vote on whether or not the Amherst School District
should enter into an AREA school agreement with the
Milford School District. For the following reasons I
recommend that you vote NO (vote against an AREA
school):
1. Under the AREA school law Amherst is a sending
district; Milford a receiving district.
2. As it stands, the AREA school law forces a sending
district to turn over forever complete control of AREA
school affairs (including school costs) to a receiving
district. For example,
(A) The AREA school law, from a practical point
of view, makes it impossible for a sending district
ever to withdraw from an AREA school. Once com-
mitted, a sending district is committed forever.
(B) Under the AREA school law, a sending dis-
trict is taxed without representation in that a receiv-
ing district can decide, without reference to a sending
district, to construct new, or make additions to exist-
ing, AREA school buildings. Also the receiving dis-
trict can negotiate loans on AREA school property
without reference to a sending district.
( C ) Under the AREA school law, a sending district
once in an AREA school has no vote whatsoever on
any AREA school matter. All AREA school affairs
are decided on solely by the school board and voters
of the receiving district.
(D) Despite its payments to an AREA school, a
sending district builds no equity in an AREA school.
3. It is not essential that Amherst make a decision
now to go into an AREA school. The pupil population
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projection figures for both Amherst and Milford indicate
that Milford can continue to accept Amherst grades 8-12
until the end of the school year 65/66. The Milford
School Board, however, has refused to commit them-
selves beyond the school year 64/65.
4. In other words, some time remains available to us
before we must commit ourselves forever to an AREA
school. During this time it is possible to:
(A) explore other school arrangements
(B) exert pressure to have the present AREA school
law changed so that it is more favorable to a sending
district.
5. The town of Amherst is growing rapidly and at a
greater rate than Milford. There are good indications of
future industrial and commercial development which
could permit the tax burden to be distributed more
equitably among the owners of private property. It
follows that the people of Amherst might want and
could afford tlieir own junior senior high school at some
time in the future.
6. In summary, there are no valid reasons why we
must this year (1964) commit ourselves to a contract
which will last forever. While time is on our side, this
is not to say that a miracle automatically will occur
which will solve our junior senior high school problems.
Only continuing hard work by interested citizens might
turn-up a solution which is preferable to an AREA
school. If the AREA school turns out to be the sole
solution for our junior senior high school students, we
can vote on it again in 1965 or 1966.
PAUL H. BACKUS





(For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1962 to June 30, 1963)
TOTAL RECEIPTS $288,763 35
TOTAL PAYMENTS 221,766 98
Cash Balance June 30, 1963
Building Fund $ 61,850 00
Cash Balance June 30, 1963
General Fund 5,146 37
RECEIPTS IN DETAIL
Federal Aid:
NDEA Title III $1,215 86
Special Lunch and
Special Milk Program 1,735 84
-$ 2,951 70
State Aid:
Intellectually Retarded 1,655 90
From Selectmen Raised by Taxation:
Current Appropriation 218,817 12
From Sources other than Taxation:
Tuitions 4,466 64
Trust Funds 613 86
Other 253 50
$ 5,334 00
Total Receipts from all sources $288,758 72
Cash on hand, July 1, 1962 4 63
Grand Total $288,763 35
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PAYMENTS IN DETAIL
July 1, 1962 to June 30, 1963
100 Series Administration:
110 Salaries of District Officers
135 Contracted Services (census)
190 Other Expenses of Administration
200 Series Instruction:
210 Salaries for Instruction
215 Textbooks
220 Library and Audio-Visual
230 Teaching
290 Other Expenses for Instruction
300 Series Attendance Services:
400 Series Health Services:
500 Series Transportation:
600 Series Operation of Plant:
610 Salary of Custodian
630 SuppUes for Operation of Plant
635 Contracted Services
640 Heat
645 Utihties (Water, Elect. & Tel.)
700 Series Maintenance of Plant
800 Series Fixed Charges:
850 Retirement and Social Security
855 Insurance
$ 382 00
BALANCE SHEET -JUNE 30, 1963
ASSETS
Cash on Hand General Fund June 30, 1963 $ 5,146 37
Cash on Hand School Building Fund
June 30, 1963 61,850 00
Net Debt (excess of liabilities over assets) 55,853 63
Total $122,850 00
LIABILITIES
Accounts Resei-ved for Special Purposes
Cash on Hand June 30, 1963,
Building Fund $ 61,850 00
Notes and Bonds 61,000 00





RICHARD H. GOODMAN, Superintendent
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in
this report was taken from official records and is com-
plete and correct to the best of our knowledge and
belief. The accounts are kept in accordance with Sec-
tion 24 of Chapter 71 of the revised Statutes Anno-






RICHARD H. GOODMAN, Superintendent
July 1, 1963
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INSURANCE COVERAGE - 1962-63
21/2 Story Brick School $ 65,000 00
Park Street School Building (Annex) 8,000 00
Clark School 80,000 00
Contents 12,600 00
Total $165,600 00
Blanket contents and buildings, 1963-64 $306,000 00
AMHERST SCHOOL BUILDING FUND
January 23, 1964
RECEIPTS
Bond Issue $61,000 00
Transferred from General Fund $850 00
272 69
1,122 69
















REPORT OF HEALTH SUPERVISION - 1962-63
Alexandre G. Law, M.D., Examiner
Mrs. Marion GangloflF, R.N., School Nurse
Total number of children examined 131
Tuberculosis Tests 328
The following defects, treatments and corrections
were reported:
D(














Pre-School Clinic, January 1963 — No. examined 241
Number Home Visits by School Nurse 197
REPORT OF THE SCHOOL LUNCH SUPERVISOR
September 1962 through June 1963
During this school year an average of 95 pupils
were served a lunch daily. The daily cost was 25 cents
per meal. The following financial statement was filed
at Superintendent Goodman's office:
Receipts:
who gave two hours per week for one month each. This
is deeply appreciated by your staff.
Due to the low balance and tight budget it was de-
cided by Dr. Goodman and your staff and school board
that a rise in price to 30c per meal was warranted for
the year 1963-1964. Various interested persons made
gifts of seasonable foods which were appreciated. Also
such things as dish towels, etc. are included in the mis-
cellaneous gifts.
Balance Sheet for Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1963
Assets
GENERAL STATISTICS FOR SCHOOL YEAR
1962-1963
Number of pupils registered during year:
Boys 181; Girls 185 366
Enrollment by grades:
1-59; 11-69; III -46; IV -61;
V - 53; VI - 63; Special Elementary - 15 366
Average membership in grades 1-6 354.8
Percent of attendance in grades 1-6 94.7




Number not absent or tardy during year:
Grades 1-6 19
OUR TEACHERS - 1963-64
Experience
Teachers and assignment
Herbert Wostrel — Principal
CLARK SCHOOL
Mrs. Rachel Brown— Grade 3
Lucille Charron— Grade 4
Mrs. Mary Deschenes— Grade 1
Mrs. Marian Elliott— Grade 1
Mrs. Sarah Greenhalgh— Grade 2
Mrs. Elma Kittredge— Grade 4
Mrs. Mary McGee— Grade 3
Mrs. Linda Meserve— Grade 5
Mrs. Marguerite Ryder— Grade 2
Mrs. Mary Tait— Grade 1
BRICK SCHOOL
William Andrews— Social Studies
Mrs. Cynthia Lathrop— Science
Mrs. Lucy Richardson— Special Class
Mrs. Elizabeth Shaw—•English
Mrs. Emma Wheeler— Math
Mrs. Ruth Griffin— Teacher Aide
Mrs. Catherine Hammond— Lip Reading
Laszlo Kertesz— Orchestra
James Locke— Art





AMHERST PUPILS GRADUATING FROM





* Charlotte Bissell Eaton
Arthur Malcolm Eraser
*Lawrence Carleton Hall
David Henry Herlihy, Jr.
Helen Josephine Holland









SYNOPSIS OF AMHERST SCHOOL MEETING
March 8, 1963
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator,
Mr. Greeley Buchanan, at 3:30 for the purpose of
opening the polls. The motion was made and seconded
to keep the polls open until 7:30. Vote carried. One
hundied and seven votes were cast.
Article 1. Mr. Greeley Buchanan was elected
Moderator.
Article 2. Mrs. Barbara Landry was elected Glerk.
Article 3. Mr. David Ramsay was elected to the
School Board for three years.
Article 3. Mrs. Dorothy Davis was elected to the
School Board for one year.
Article 4. Mrs. Barbara Landry was elected Trea-
surer.
Article 5. Mrs. Lathrop moved that these items
covered by the budget be passed and covered at the
time Article 8 was considered. Garried.
Article 6. Since all reports were printed in the
Town Report, it was moved to pass this article. Garried.
Article 7. It was moved and voted that the Town
Auditors serve as School Auditors.
Article 8. It was moved and seconded that Ar-
ticle 8 be passed until Article 13 had been acted upon.
Garried.
Article 13. Mr. Jesse Weber moved that action
by the meeting be on the article itself and not on the
recommendation of the Ways and Means Gommittee.
Seconded. After a lengthy discussion and several ap-
peals from the ruling of the chair this motion carried.
The Gitizens Gommittee presented a review of
their findings and recommendations. Mr. Robert Fos-
ter spoke on behalf of the School Board and stated
that at present all State Laws were being followed by
the Board and the Garrier, and that the Board felt
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further study was needed. Several members of the
meeting asked the Board about the contract with the
Carrier and how the rate was arrived at. The question
was called and the article lost.
It was then moved and seconded to consider the
recommendation of the Ways and Means Committee
for further study. Seconded. A lengthy discussion fol-
lowed relative to the wisdom of limiting tlie time of
the study, and having a special school meeting called
for the purpose of acting upon the recommendation of
the study group. It was finally voted to have the
study committee report to the school board prior to
the September opening of school.
Article 8. The School Budget was discussed
point by point by the School Board. It was moved
and seconded to raise $243,486.44 for the operation of
the schools during the year 1963-1964.
Article 9. The meeting voted that the district be
empowered to accept all grants and aid.
Article 10. Mr. David Ramsay moved that the
district raise $57,000 for the purpose of adding four
classrooms to the Clark School and to purchase addi-
tional land. Seconded. Mr. Richard Smith amended
the figure by $4,000 to $61,000 for the pm-pose of add-
ing a fire resistant boiler room. Amendment carried.
A discussion followed regarding the figure as sub-
mitted by the School Board and the Ways and Means
Committee. It was pointed out that additional sanitary
facilities were not included in the estimate, but that
at present were up to State Standards.
The vote carried unanimously.
Article 11. Mr. Foster moved the appointment of
a building committee to consist of two citizens and
the School Board. This motion was amended to read
"four citizens and the School Board." Motion carried.
Article 12. Mr. Foster moved that the District be
empowered to accept all grants and aid. Carried.
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Article 14. Mrs. Lathrop moved that no action be
taken on this article and that the recommendation of
the Ways and Means Committee be adopted. Carried.
Article 15. Mr. Roland Fraser moved a vote of
thanks for the excellent w^ork of Mrs. Cynthia Lathrop.
Mr. Foster moved that the district vote to continue
the school study committee. Carried.
Mrs. Lathrop offered a resolution thanking Mr.
James Walker for his many years of service to the
School Board and the District.
Mr. Worth offered a resolution commending the
moderator for his excellent job.
The meeting adjourned at 10:50 P. M.
BARBARA H. LANDRY, Clerk
SYNOPSIS OF SPECIAL SCHOOL MEETING
September 25, 1963
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator
at 8:00 P. M. The Clerk read the M^arrant.
Article 1. Mrs. Dorothy Davis moved that the
District create an area school district planning com-
mittee and elect three members, one of vv^hom must
come from the school board, or determine that they be
appointed by the Moderator. Seconded and voted.
Mr. Robert Foster moved that the members of the
area school study committee be appointed by the
moderator. Seconded and voted.
Mr. Robert Foster moved that the present school
study committee be instructed to study the matter of
a comprehensive school in the Town of Amherst for
grades 1-12 and report at the next regular meeting.
Seconded and voted.
Mr. Whaland moved adjournment. Seconded.
Adjourned 8:30 P. M.
BARBARA LANDRY, Clerk
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